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-

THE CUT CARD EFFECT
The "cut-card effect" is a subtle nuance that
generally causes basic strategy to have a slightly
worse expectation than the figure calculated "theoretically" off the top of the deck.29 It generally has
the greatest effect in a single-deck game.
The effect arises as follows. Let's say the cut
card is placed about two-thirds of the way through
the deck, at 36 cards. At an average of about 3
cards per hand and a total of 5 -6 hands per round
(4 or 5 players plus a dealer), roughly 36 cards are
typically dealt out after two rounds.
However, if fewer cards have been dealt out
and the dealer has not reached the cut card, another round will be dealt. What are the cir cumstances under which fewer cards will be dealt ?
Typically, it's a succession of hands in which a lot
of high cards appear. This causes the average number of cards-per -hand to be less than three. So, the
dealer preferentially deals out an extra round when
the high cards have already been played!
Similarly, if a lot of low cards come out in the
first two rounds, the dealer will assuredly reach the
cut card at some point during the second round. Con-

29

The cut-card effect has not been mathematically proven to exist , although
it is plausible that the effect is real (Edward O. Thorp, private comm .; see
also Thorp’s revealing article “ Does Basic Strategy Have the Same Expecta
tion for Each Round? ” in Blackjack Forum , June 1993). Simulations also
demonstrate the effect, even in head- to- head play. For example, in a singledeck game with 65% penetration in which the dealer hits soft 17, our simu lations suggest that the generic basic strategy player has an expectation of
roughly -0.38%, as opposed to the “ fixed number of rounds ” value of 0.22%
as depicted in Chapter 2.

-
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sequently, there will be no third round of hands . The
fact that the running count will be high (due to the
excess of high cards now remaining) is immaterial,
since the dealer will shuffle away the advantage.
Some casinos have gone so far as to introduce
tables with only five betting spots to take advantage of this cut- card effect at their single-deck tables .
And you thought they were just trying to give you
more elbow room !

Now imagine the following 2- deck scenario .
You ’ re keeping the running count in your head; say
it’s + 3 . It’s time to bet and the dealer is waiting on
you . But before you can bet , the system requires that
you convert the running count to a standardized measure , which is called a true count. Here ’s how it goes .
While remembering the running count, you need to
look over at the discard rack and estimate the number
of decks already played— let ’s say a deck and a quarter. Now you think to yourself , “ 2 (decks) less 1 1 /4
leaves 3/4 unplayed .” Okay, now divide the running
count (Still remember it? It’s + 3 . ) by the number of
decks unplayed , and round down toward zero to get
the true count. Quick , what ’s the answer? ( It ’s 4. ) Fi nally, you size your bet according to the true count of
+4 and make the bet . It ’s necessary to repeat this process before you make every big wager.
Now that the wager is made , you have to go back
to the running count (Still got it?) and count the cards
as they ’ re dealt . When it ’s your turn to play (dealer
waiting on you again ) , it ’ s often necessary to go
through the process of converting to the true count
again to decide how to play your cards . This constant
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conversion between running count and true count is
mentally taxing, prone to error, and leads to quick fatigue. It certainly detracts from enjoyment of the game.
What’s more, the mental gymnastics necessary to
effect the true-count conversion are only part of the
problem. Some systems are far more difficult due to
demands such as the following:
Multiple -level card values Many systems count
by more than one numeral, incorporating higher-level
values, for example 3 to +3. They ’ re called “ multilevel” counts. If you think counting up and down by
1 is tough, try counting up and down by 2, 3, or even
4 at a time.
Side counts As if multiple levels and true-count
conversions weren’ t enough , some systems would
have you keep an extra count of certain cards, usually
aces. These are called “ multi-parameter” counts. Imagine keeping two separate running counts going in your
head . Every time you see a 2 through king , you add
its value to one running count, and every time you
see an ace, you add to a different running count. When
it’s time to bet (or play ), you need to compare the
number of aces played with the average number that
should have appeared at this point in the deck, estimate the discrepancy, then add to (or subtract from)
the running count , prior to calculating the conversion
to ... Well , you get the picture.
Strategy - variation indices Some systems require
that you refer to complicated strategy-index matrices.
These sometimes have upwards of 200 entries that
need to be memorized in order to realize a small gain
in performance.

—

—

—

—

This example may make you want to stop before you even
step into the ring. Take heart; it ’s time to lighten up. The
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Knock -Out system eliminates many of these steps , at virtually no reduction in power.

SUMMARY
• In blackjack , each hand is not an independent event , so the
tracking of cards already played yields information on remaining deck content . The idea is to monitor the deck to determine when it’ s good or bad for the player. It ’s important to
understand that card counters do not memorize every card
that ’s played; they merely keep track of the relative number

of high cards compared to low cards left in the deck . This can
be done by assigning a value to each type of card and maintaining a running count of all cards seen. The player can then
modify his betting and playing strategy accordingly.
•Certain deck compositions are favorable to the player, while
others help the dealer. In particular, a deck that is rich in tens
and aces favors the player. This is true for several reasons ,
among them the fact that blackjacks ( which pay a bonus to
the player) are more prevalent; the dealer is more likely to
bust with a stiff ; double down and split plays are more advantageous; and the insurance side bet can become profitable . On the other hand , a deck that is rich in low cards (or
poor in tens and aces ) favors the dealer.
• With regard to betting , when the deck is favorable the card
counter will bet a lot . Conversely, when the deck is un-

favorable , the card counter will bet a little or perhaps not play
at all .
• While accurate and powerful , traditional balanced card counting techniques that require a true-count conversion are
often difficult to employ without error.

Round 4

The Unbalanced
Knock-Out System
Everything should be as simple as
possible , but not more so.

— Albert Einstein

Today’s modem point-count systems are commonly classified according to three main categories: their level, type,
and whether or not a side count is required. We touched on
these at the end of Chapter 3. Let’s take another look at
each.

CLASSIFICATIONS

—

Level Level refers to the integer values assigned to the
cards themselves. If each card is assigned integer values of
either 1, 0, or +1, this is said to be a level-1 count. Similarly,
systems employing values between 2 and + 2 are level-2
counts, and so forth. As a rule, it ’s easier to use a level-1
system than a higher-level system. This is partly because it’s
always easier to add and subtract 1 than to add 2 and subtract
3, etc. In addition , the expert card counter looks for card

—

—
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patterns that cancel to zero, which are more common in a
level-1 count.
Type Type refers to whether the card-counting system
is balanced or unbalanced. Both balanced and unbalanced systems keep track of a running count ( as introduced in Chapter
3) , which is an up-to-date cumulative total of all cards already seen. Historically, balanced counts have been more
popular and well-studied, because they provide more accu rate playing strategies. But balanced counts require additional
effort to employ, particularly during the true count conversion.
Even with perfect mental arithmetic, true-count conversion is a source of error, because players must estimate the
number of decks remaining to be played. This is typically
approximated to the nearest one-half deck , and often leads to
a true-count conversion that may be off by about 10%. The
use of an unbalanced count eliminates the need for a truecount conversion .
Side Count Several balanced counts use an additional
side count to enhance their power. These are often called
“ multi -parameter systems.” Particularly because of the
uniqueness of the ace, many systems assign it a neutral value
in the point count, then count it separately ( an “ ace side
count ” ). As you can imagine, keeping a separate count of aces
(or any other card for that matter) greatly complicates the
picture. Instead of keeping one count in your head , you now
have to keep two of them. Needless to say, keeping side counts
is mentally taxing. Quite often , chips , feet , cigarettes, drinks,
or anything else that’s handy are employed to facilitate the
task.
Thankfully, we can avoid the worst of these headaches
by using the K-O system. The K -O is a single-level singleparameter count . More important, though , is that K-O is un balanced , which completely eliminates the necessity to convert to a true count. As you ’ ll see later, K-O also eliminates,

—

—
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or greatly simplifies , most other tasks associated with successful card counting .
Let ’s get to the business at hand .

LEARNING THE K-O
CARD-COUNTING VALUES
The first step in any card-counting system is assigning
values to the respective cards . The unbalanced Knock -Out
system employs the following card-counting values:

KNOCK - OUT SYSTEM
CARD- COUNTING VALUES
Card
2
3
4
5
6

K-O Value
+1

7
8

+1

+1
+1
+1
+1
0
0

9
1 0 , jack , queen , king

ace

—

1

-1

The astute reader will immediately notice that there are
” designations . That ’ s because the sum of
more “ +” than
the card tags does not equal zero . And that ’s why the K -O
system is referred to as unbalanced .
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—

Since the count values are restricted to + 1, 0, or 1, and
each card has only one value associated with it, the K-O system is a true level-1 system. A level-1 system allows for fast
counting of a blackjack table full of cards. Combinations of
cards that cancel to zero are easy to spot and eliminate from
consideration. The suits of the cards are not considered, so a
mere glance at a card is sufficient to determine its card-counting value.
To become a proficient card counter, you need to memorize the Knock -Out values of each card. In game conditions,
you must be able to recall each Knock -Out value instantly.

LEARNING TO KEEP THE
K O RUNNING COUNT

- To maintain the running count (or “ RC” ), we continually

update it according to the cards that we see played. Based on
the previous table, we add 1 for each low card ( 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or
7), and subtract 1 for each high card (10, jack, queen, king, or
ace) that we see. The RC is the important count that we need
to remember, even during and in- between hands, and keep
updating until the next shuffle.
The running count begins at the IRC. For reasons that
will become clear in a moment, after a shuffle, we start with
a standard initial running count that conforms with the following equation : 4 — (4 x number of decks ). We adopt the
term “ standard ” here as a reference point for discussion ; later
we will discuss ways to customize the K -O system (for example, to avoid the use of negative numbers ).
Applying our equation , we start with a standard IRC of 0
for a single-deck game, IRC = 4 — (4 x 1 deck ). For a double
( 4 x 2) for an IRC of — 4. For a 6- deck shoe ,
deck , it ’s 4
( 4 x 6 ) equals a standard IRC of 20. The lowest
4
standard IRC you will begin with is 28 for an 8-deck shoe

—

—

—

—
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game .
By starting with an IRC equal to 4 — (4 5 number of decks) ,
we will always end with a count of +4 after all the cards in a
pack have been counted . Because of the unbalanced point

DEALING WITH NEGATIVE NUMBERS
Dealing with negative numbers is nothing
t o b e alarmed about . 3 0 Just imagine a number
line with z e r o in the middle, positive numbers
i n c r e a s e t o t h e right and negative numbers in crease in magnitude t o the left .
To refresh the m e m o r i e s of those w h o may
n o t have recently been exposed t o n e g a t i v e s ,
adding a p o s i t i v e number means w e m o v e t o
the right on the number line. O n the other hand ,
adding a n e g a t i v e number (or equivalently subt r a c t i n g a p o s i t i v e number ) means w e m o v e t o

the left.
I

-5

—

1

—

!

I

— 0I— 1I— 2I— 3I— 41

1

-4 -3 -2 -1

-

H*
5

—

For e x a m p l e, if w e' re a t a total of 4 and
w e w a n t t o add 1 , w e move t o the right and
a r r i v e a t a n e w total of 3. That is , ( 4 ) + ( 1 ) =
3. O r , if w e' re a t 1 a n d subtract 2 , then the
sum is 1 . In other words, ( 1 ) ( 2 ) = 1 , which
is t h e s a m e a s ( 1 ) + ( 2 ) . W h e n you v i s u a l i z e
the number system in this left- right fashion , it
b e c o m e s fairly easy t o d o t h e necessary addi tion a n d subtraction .

—

30

—

—

—

—

—
—

As mentioned , for those with an aversion to negative numbers , we ’ ll later
discuss alternatives to the standard K -O counting scheme .
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values, each deck has a net count of +4 , so the net count of
the entire pack will exactly cancel out the “ 4 x number of
decks” initially subtracted and leave us with +4 as the sum.
Let ’s look at a 2-deck game as an example. The IRC for a
double decker is 4 — (4 x 2) = 4. As we count through the
deck, the running count will generally rise from the IRC of 4
toward the final count, which will be +4 after all cards are
counted . In practice, the running count will jump around on
its journey, sometimes dipping downward below 4 and at
other times cresting above +4 . But at the end , it must equal
+4 if we’ ve counted correctly.
Figure 4 shows what a representative running count distribution might look like in the 2-deck game. We’ ll soon see
that these statistical variations are what we, as counters, will
take advantage of while playing.
The average running count behaves quite differently. In
this case, the assumption is that we’ ve played a great many
hands , rendering the statistical variations negligible. On av erage, we expect the running count to rise linearly with the
number of decks ( total cards ) already played , such that the
rate of increase is +4 per deck.

—

—

—

FOUR STEPS TO KEEPING THE
K- O RUNNING COUNT
To achieve proficiency at maintaining the running count,
we recommend the following steps.

7 . Memorize the Knock -Out card -counting value associated
with each card .
Your recognition of the values of the card tags should be
as natural as telling time. It should become ingrained and
second nature.
One former professional card counter, a colleague of the
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author Lawrence Revere some 20 years ago , described it like
this: “ To this day I can ’ t get away from card-counting values .
When I turn on my computer and it says ‘Windows 95 , ’ I see
the 9 and 5 and still automatically think +2.” (The system he
uses is not K -O , and values 5s as +2 and 9s as 0. )
Similarly, you should be able to recall the card-counting
values without pausing . It ’s important that this step be instantaneous . You should be able to look at a card and instantly
recall its value of + 1 , 0, or — 1 without hesitation .
9
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Figure 4: A representative journey of the standard running count in a 2deck game , with the running count plotted vs . the number of cards already
played. The depiction is representative only in the sense that it gives a
flavor of the magnitude of fluctuations during the course of play . Note the
contrast with the average running count , represented by the ascending
straight line.
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BLACKJACK

Pictures follow pictures

Fallacy

Players who have just seen a face
card come out will often refuse to
hit their own stiff hands, believing that "pictures al ways follow pictures." Clearly, a face card can't al ways follow another face card ( what if it was the last
one ?). In fact, it turns out that given that a picture card
has just appeared, the chances of the next one also
being a picture actually decrease.
This can be likened to a gumball machine where a
known number of yellow gumballs ( representing the
picture cards) and green gumballs (representing the other
cards ) have been mixed together . Let's say we buy a
gumball and it' s yellow. The chance that the next one
is also yellow has clearly decreased, since we've already taken one of the yellows out.
Similarly, all else being equal, given that the last
card was a picture, it is less likely that the next card
will be another picture card.

Begin with a deck of shuffled cards. As you turn each
card over, recall its Knock -Out value. ( Note: You don ’ t want
to recite it aloud, as this could lead to the troublesome habit
of mouthing the count.) For example , for a sequence of cards
3, 5, king, 2, 8, queen , you would silently think +1, + 1, 1,
+1, 0, -1.

—

2 . Count through an entire deck one card at a time and keep a
running count .
For a single deck, the running count starts at zero. As
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each card is played , you need to recall its value and add that
to the running count . Again , this must be done completely
silently and with no lip movement . If you make no mistakes ,
your RC will be +4 at the end of the deck . For the example
above , the same sequence of cards would be counted in the
following fashion .

Single Card
3
5
king
2

K -Q Value

8
queen

0
-1

+1
+1
-1
+1

Running Count
+1
+2
+1
+2
+2
+1

3 . Practice with pairs of cards .
When you ’ ve become comfortable keeping the count ,
practice by turning the cards over two at a time and determining the net count for each pair of cards . For example , a hand
of jack and ace (a blackjack ) has a net count equal to (— 1 ) +
(— 1 ) = — 2. Two tens also have a net Knock -Out count value of
— 2. A stiff total of 16 made up of Q ,6 has a net count equal to
(— 1) + ( + 1 ) = 0.
Practice this until counting pairs is second-nature and you
don ’ t need to do the addition . Strive to recognize pairs that
cancel to zero, such as 10,2, Q ,4, A ,5 , etc . This canceling
technique will save you a great deal of effort and greatly increase your speed .

4 . Count through an entire deck in pairs while keeping a running count .
Turning two cards over at a time , you need to recall (not
calculate ) their net Knock -Out value , and add it to the run ning count. For our card sequence above , we would count in
the following fashion .
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Pair of Cards
3,5
K ,2
8,Q

Net K -O Value
+2
0
-1

Running Count
+2
+2
+1

How fast do you need to be? A good rule of thumb, no
matter which card-counting system you use, is to be able to
count down an entire deck of cards in 25 to 30 seconds.
Many beginners find the prospect of counting an entire
deck in 30 seconds a bit daunting. Don ’ t worry. Once you
master the technique of netting (and canceling) two cards at a
time, you ’ ll literally fly through the deck. In a short amount
of time, counting cards will become as easy as reading. When
you read words, you don ’ t recite the sound of each letter and
you don ’ t try to sound out the word. You simply view the
word and your brain immediately recognizes it. The same
will happen with card counting after some practice.
Once you can count one deck, the transition to multiple
decks isn ’ t difficult. The only change is the new value for the
initial running count, which is necessary to ensure that you
always end up with a final RC of +4.
We recommend practicing with the number of decks that
you will most often play against. For example, if you live on
the East Coast and know you ’ ll be visiting Atlantic City or
Foxwoods, you ’ ll be best served practicing for the 6- and 8deck shoes that you ’ ll encounter in those destinations. The
same is true for patrons of Midwestern and Southern riverboat
casinos. On the other hand , visitors to Nevada will have a
choice of several different games , and may want to become
proficient counting both single and multiple decks.
To succeed in casino-like conditions, you must be able to
count the entire pack quickly and correctly. If you ’ re too slow,
you won ’ t be able to keep track of all the cards in a casino
environment. Counting only a fraction of the cards is selfdestructive, as you aren ’ t making use of all the information
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SPEED AT T H E TABLES
In actual play , you should strive t o b e able
t o c o u n t a table full of cards in a few seconds .
While this may sound formidable, you ' ll find
that it's e a s i e r d o n e than said .
Remember first that all cards of z e r o value
are ignored . Thus , all 8s and 9s can b e disregarded . Next, combinations of cards with a total
value of zero c a n also b e ignored . If you s e e
somebody stand with a hand of K , 7 , you s i m ply i g n o r e t h e n e t c o u n t of z e r o. Similarly, a
hand with J , 6 that hits and busts with a n 8 c a n
also be ignored .
Eventually , you ' ll b e able t o cancel cards
that a r e in adjacent h a n d s . For e x a m p l e, with
three adjacent hands of a J , Q, a 4 , 8, 8, and a
3, 9, Q, you might v i e w it as follows . Ignore the
8s and 9 ; the 3 and q u e e n in the third hand
cancel . W h a t's left is t w o 1 cards ( t h e jack
and q u e e n ) a n d o n e + 1 card ( the 4 ) . The jack
cancels t h e 4, leaving only t h e q u e e n unaccounted for . H e n c e, the net c o u n t for this group
is simply that of the q u e e n : 1 . With a little
p r a c t i c e a t thinking like this , you ' ll b e a b l e t o
glance a t a group of five t o ten cards a n d quickly
determine t h e n e t c o u n t for t h e g r o u p.
%

—

—

available to you. Far worse is counting only a fraction of the
cards and consistently missing the same type of card .
Let ’s take an example where you ’ re just a little slow and
seem to miss counting a player ’s last card when he busts .
This is a reasonable scenario , since dealers tend to snatch up
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the cards from a busted hand quickly. Missing (or neglecting) this card will cut into profits in two major ways. First,
you won’ t count about one in every 15 cards dealt, which has
negative consequences with regard to effective deck penetration (a factor in profitability that will be discussed later in
the text).
Second, and far more damaging, your count will become
an inaccurate indicator, signaling you to increase your bet at
inopportune times. Why ? Hands tend to bust with high cards.
Always missing these cards (which are preferentially negative in their count values) will greatly inflate your running
count, causing you to incorrectly conclude that you have the
advantage when you don’ t. Not only will you suffer from
inaccurate betting, you’ ll compound the error by playing key
hands wrong.

SUMMARY
• The Knock-Out system eliminates, or greatly simplifies,
most tasks associated with successful card counting. The K-O
is a single-level, single-parameter, unbalanced count, which
means that no true-count conversion is necessary the count
is started at the IRC, and decisions made according to the
running count only.

• You must learn to keep the running count perfectly. This
will require practice. In time, you will learn to recognize the
K-O values instantly and update the count automatically.

• The information the running count provides allows you to
make proper betting and playing decisions. The techniques
for using this information are described in the chapters that
follow.

Round 5

The Knock-Out System—
Rookie
Eureka! I have found it .

—

Archimedes

It ’ s time to start putting what we ’ ve learned to practical
use . As we ’ ve made clear throughout this book , the K -O system was designed to incorporate the best combination of
strength and ease of use . It’s powerful and it’s easy— but it’s
not a “ gimme . ” To capture the full potential of the system
(and maximize your earnings ) , you ’ ll have to study and practice . That said , however, we ’ re at a point , right now, at which
we can use our knowledge to actually play the game of black jack with an advantage over the mighty house .
The K -O Rookie system , presented here , is a streamlined
ultra-simple manifestation of the K -O technique . But it ’s also
something more . In the purest sense , K -O Rookie is the essence of winning blackjack . That ’s because winning at black jack , more than anything else , is about bet variation— betting
a lot when you have the advantage and betting a little when
you don ’ t . The K -O Rookie system shows you how to do
exactly that.
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Two subsets of players will benefit from this incarnation
of the K -O counting system . The first consists of novice
counters who find the initiation into the casino environment
somewhat overwhelming . Playing “ for real ,” with real money
and real distractions , often turns out to be quite daunting .
Because of this , we ’ ve found that card counters making their
debut in casinos sometimes do better starting with an extremely simple approach .
The second subset comprises a much larger group . It ’s
made up of thousands of players who have learned (or partially learned) basic strategy, but either can ’ t or won ’ t learn
to count cards; they ’ ve been convinced that counting is too
difficult . Many of these players know intuitively that in order
to win they have to raise their bets at some point during play—
if they don ’ t , the house edge will grind them down and , eventually, out. But at what point do you raise?
The only time it ’s truly correct to raise your bet is when
you have an advantage over the house , and those times can
only be identified by counting cards . Since most players don’ t
count, they turn to other means to guide their betting . Most
rely on “ money -management” techniques . There ’s only one
problem with this approach : it doesn ’ t work . You cannot overcome the casino’ s advantage at blackjack with bet variation
that isn’ t correlated with the count. Blackjack players using
basic strategy along with such betting systems can ex pect to lose at a rate equal to the house advantage — no
more and no less .
Knock -Out Rookie is a betting system, too . But it ’s a choreographed system that is correlated with the count.
By combining perfect basic strategy play and the ability
to keep the running count (perfected by the techniques in
Chapter 4 ) with the betting advice in this chapter, you
can play blackjack with an advantage . It ’ s time to find
out how .
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ANOTHER LOOK AT THE KEY COUNT
Recall the gumball analogy (Chapter 3 ) in which we introduced the concept of the key count. The key count is the
count at which we first have the advantage . It was + 1 in the
gumball game , which signified that there was one extra winning gumball in the mix and favorable for us to raise our bet .
It works the same way when playing blackjack . Instead
of counting gumballs , though , we count the cards according to
the K -O values . We then monitor the running count as we play,
betting small when the RC is below the key count , and betting big when it ’s at or above the key count .
It’s that simple . There are only two bets , small and large ,
and the key count is the point that separates them. The chart
below lists the two crucial numbers you need to know : the
IRC and the key count . (Note: Refer to Chapter 4 for the equation to derive the standard IRCs for games not listed , and
Appendix 7 for data on 4-deck games . )

KNOCK - OUT SYSTEM
STANDARD IRCS AND KEY COUNTS
Conditions
1 deck
2 decks
6 decks
8 decks

IRC
0
-4
- 20
- 28

Kev Count
+2
+1
-

4
6

What constitutes big and small in your betting scheme?
a matter of personal preference , as well as a function of
your gambling bankroll , your aversion to risk , and so forth .
You might choose the table minimum , say $ 5 , for your small

It’s
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bet. A $5 wager thus represents a 1-unit bet. Your big bet will
then be the multiple of $5 that you choose. For example, if
your big bet is $25 (5 x $5 ), you ’ ll be employing a 1-5
“ spread.”

BENCHMARKS
In order to gauge the effectiveness of the
strategies presented in this book, it's necessary
to create benchmarks for comparison. The per formance results presented henceforth assume
perfect play ( no betting or playing- strategy er rors) and the conditions listed here.
1 deck : HI 7,
2 decks : SI 7,
6 decks : SI 7,
8 decks : SI 7,

DOA,
DOA,
DOA,
DOA,

noDAS, 65 % penetration
no DAS, 75 % penetration
no DAS, 75 % penetration
no DAS, 75 % penetration

A COMPLETE SYSTEM
In essence, we now have the makings of a complete blackjack system. For playing we use the basic strategy as presented in Chapter 2. For betting, we use the K-O card -counting method and bet one of two values: We wager 1 unit below the key count , and X units at or above the key count ,
where X is an amount greater than 1 unit. Everything else
about how we play the game remains the same. We’ ve dubbed
this system “ K-O Rookie” because it’s the most basic application of the concept of varying your bet according to the
count. Still , with a big enough “ jump” in the bet, it’s enough
to beat the game.
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How well do we fare with the K -O Rookie system ? The
table below portrays the theoretical results. The table shows
a spread of 1 unit to X units, with X being either 2, 5, or 10.
For example, in a single-deck game ( with our benchmark
rules) where you spread from 1 unit below the key count to 5
units at or above the key count, your expectation is .88% of
your average initial bet.

EXPECTATION (IN % )
Decks
1
2
6
8

1 -2
. 20
. 07
-.15
. 22

—

FOR

K -O ROOKIE

1 -5
. 88
. 69
. 26
.16

1 -1 O
1 . 24
1 . 05
. 54
. 43

These results are quite impressive. An expectation of .88%
means that, in the long run , you will win at a rate equal to
.88% of the total initial amount of money wagered .
As you can see, greater spreads correspond to greater profits. Unfortunately, you may not be able to get away with highly
profitable bet spreads for long. Moving wagers directly from 1
unit to 5 units in hand-held games and 1 to 10 in shoes is about
the outside limit for bet variation unless you have a very good
“ act.” And even at these levels, casinos may soon identify you
as a winning player and take action to limit your effectiveness.
You may even be barred from playing altogether (see Chapter
8 for more about the casino vs. player cat-and-mouse game).
Even at less-profitable spreads, however, K-O Rookie will
get you close to breakeven or better. It’s highly unlikely that
anyone will stop you from going 1-2 in hand-held or 1-5 in shoe
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games. Even with these modest bet variations, you ’ re no
longer the underdog. You can play blackjack with an expectation of making money.
Remember, there are no strategy plays to learn; this betting method and basic strategy represent the complete Rookie
version of the Knock-Out system. Casual players may not
want to go any further.

FLUCTUATION PROVISO
As counters, we have the advantage when betting and playing properly. However, this does not mean that we will win
each and every time we play.
Consider craps, which (for the pass line wager) has a player
expectation of 1.4%. Despite this disadvantage, players sometimes win at craps in the short run. Indeed, if players never
won while gambling, casinos would cease to exist. The point,
however, is that in the long run, a crap player must lose.
In blackjack , the situation is reversed. While we know
that we must win in the long run, in the short run we ’ ll have
fluctuations and sustain losing sessions. We must be careful,
therefore, not to “ overbet,” lest we lose our bankroll during
these negative swings. We want to be sure that we remain in
the game for the long run.

—

To do this, you must always bet within your means.
Though many players will decide how to bet based on “ what
they think they can get away with,” severe caveats are in order for this approach. Unless your bankroll is sufficiently large
to warrant this high frequency of maximum wagers, you will
almost certainly go broke eventually by implementing an arbitrarily large jump spread. It’s true that the bigger the jump
spread you employ, the higher your expectation will be. But,
an arbitrary jump spread with no regard for the size of your
bankroll should be attempted only if you honestly don ’ t mind
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losing the entire stake.
A good rule of thumb is to limit your maximum bet to no
more than 1 % of your total blackjack bankroll. For example,
if your bankroll is $10,000, then your max bet might be $100.
Keeping your maximum bet below 1 % of your bankroll should
reduce your risk of ruin to an acceptable level. We can ’ t emphasize enough the danger of betting too much , even when
you have the advantage (see Chapter 7 for a more detailed
discussion of this crucial concept).

CUSTOMIZING
If you have an aversion to working with negative numbers, we highly recommend that you customize the count.
Customizing means tailoring the IRC and key count values,
and it can be done so that you never have to count with negative numbers. It ’s an easy process that’s explained in Appendix 8, along with a specific example of a count customized
for the K -O Rookie.

THE K- O ROOKIE IN GAME CONDITIONS
Let’s assume we’ re playing head-up in a 2-deck game.
For a double deck , the IRC is 4 and the key count is +1.
We’ ll employ the K-O Rookie system with a unit of $5 and a
spread of 1 to 3 units.
The dealer shuffles and we’ re ready to go. At the start, the
running count is the same as the initial running count of 4, so
we bet just $5. The cards come out and we ’ re dealt 5,6 while
the dealer has a 4 up. Following basic strategy, we double
down , and receive a 9 for a total of 20. The dealer turns over
the downcard , a queen , and draws an 8 to bust. We win $ 10
($5 for the original wager and $5 for the double). The RC is

—

—
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—

now 2.
Because the RC of 2 is still below the key count, we
again bet $5. This time we’ re dealt 8,8 and the dealer has a 6
up. As prescribed by the basic strategy, we split our 8s. On
the first hand we’ re dealt a jack and stand. On the second we
receive a 5 and stand. The dealer turns over a 6 (for a total of
12) and hits the hand with a 7 for a total of 19. We lose $10
($5 on each of our split hands) this round . Now the RC is +1,
which is equal to the key count. We have the advantage! We
go ahead and bet $15. May the cards be with us.

—

SUMMARY
• K-O Rookie is the simplest incarnation of the Knock-Out
system. For betting, we count according to the K-O card values and jump our bet at or above the key count. For strategy,
we play according to the basic strategy.
• There are several easy ways to enhance the K-O Rookie
system. This takes us to the K-O Preferred system, presented
in the next chapter.

Round 6
The Knock-Out System—
Preferred Strategy
( Casinos ) make their living encouraging
people to believe in systems , in luck ,
cultivating the notion that some people are
better gamblers than others , that there is
a savvy , macho personality that can force
dame fortune to obey his will .

—

Peter Griffin, THE THEORY OF BLACKJACK

Reaching the point where we have the advantage represents the realization of a big part of our goal . However, we

can do considerably better with just a little additional effort .
The remainder of this book is for players who want to go
farther, possibly to the expert level , and maybe even to pro-

fessional status.
In this chapter, we ’ ll incorporate a playing strategy that
tells us when it’s proper to play our hand in a manner other
than by basic strategy, and in Chapter 7 , we ’ ll refine our betting technique relative to what the Knock -Out count is able
to tell us. The eventual combining of these improved playing
and betting strategies will create what we call the “ Knock Out Preferred” system. For convenience , however, we ’ ll refer to any version of the K -O strategy with enhancements
beyond K -O Rookie as K -O Preferred .
The Knock -Out Preferred system presented here con forms to our objective of providing the greatest gain in power
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for the least increase in difficulty. And to allow maximum
flexibility, we present the Preferred version in a form that lets
you choose exactly which strategic plays you want to memorize, which means you can decide which level of complexity
to adopt.
The Preferred Strategy version of the K-O system em ploys a “ reduced and rounded ” strategy matrix, which retains
nearly 95% of the possible theoretical gain (over basic strategy alone) from using the “ Full” Knock-Out system. (The
Full K -O system is discussed in Appendix 4). The matrix is
“ reduced ” in the sense that we use only the 18 strategic plays
that provide the most gain for the player. Balanced-count aficionados may note the similarity in concept with Don
Schlesinger ’s “ Illustrious 18.” 31 The matrix is “ rounded” in
that entries are not described by a range of integer values.
Indeed, regardless of the number of decks being dealt, there
are only three possible matrix values to remember in the K-O
Preferred system.
One quick reminder. Recall that one of the K-O count’s
important references is called the pivot point. We discussed
the pivot briefly in Chapter 3, and will discuss it in more
detail (in connection with improved betting strategies ) in
Chapter 7. For now, though , you need only be aware that it
exists , since it will be referenced in the strategy matrix. This
should not present much difficulty, since the pivot point is
always +4.32
The K -O Preferred strategy matrix is presented on page
85. But first, we’ ll learn a single strategy play that you can add
to your arsenal immediately. It ’s the proper play of insurance.

31

See Donald Schlesinger ’s “ Attacking the Shoe , ” in Blackjack Forum ,
September 1986 .
32
Most of the strategy plays are triggered by reaching the pivot point , since
this is the point at which we have reliable information about the magnitude
of our advantage , and the content of the remaining deck .
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K-O PREFERRED INSURANCE
The most important strategic play in the K -O system is
insurance . You probably recall that the proper basic strategy
play is to never take insurance . So what ’ s the deal?
Well , we ’ re counting cards now, which provides us with
additional information about the remaining deck content . Just
as the key count provides useful information about when to
bet more , so too can we extract information relative to when
it’s proper to take insurance .
It turns out that the insurance wager becomes profitable
to us when the standard K -O running count is greater than or
equal to + 3 . Conveniently, this is true regardless of the number of decks in use . Whether we are playing at a single-deck
or an 8 -deck game , if we have the opportunity to take insurance and the present standard RC is + 3 or more , we make the
insurance wager.
For example , let ’s say you ’ re in a single-deck game . It ’s
the first hand after the shuffle . The player next to you is dealt
6, 5 . You hold 2,7 , and the dealer shows an ace as the upcard .
Should you take insurance? The IRC for this game is 0, but
with the five cards visible the running count is now exactly
+ 3 . In this case then , the answer is yes , you should take insurance . Always remember to count every card you can see , including the dealer ’s upcard , before making this play (or any
strategic playing decision) .
How much does the inclusion of the insurance play gain
you? The table on page 84 shows the improvement in expec tation for adding this insurance play to the strategy used for
the K -O Rookie system . By comparing the table with the table
on page 77 , you can readily see how much is gained for the
different betting scenarios . Making correct insurance deci sions is more valuable with bigger bet spreads and in games
with fewer decks . It ’ s worth . 2% in a single -deck game
with a 1 - 1 0 bet spread , but essentially nothing in the 8 -

deck game .
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EXPECTATION (IN % ) FOR K - O PREFERRED
VERSION: INSURANCE ONLY
Decks
1
2
6
8

1 -2
. 33
. 15
-. 15
-. 22

1 -5
1 . 06
. 80
. 27

.16

1 -10
1 . 44
1.18
. 55
. 43

THE K-O PREFERRED: TOTAL STRATEGY
The remainder of the K-O Preferred strategy matrix is
presented on page 85. How do you use this sparse-looking table?
In reality, the strategy is still very similar to the basic strat
egy. As mentioned, of the 270 basic strategy plays, a mere 18
exceptions (those with entries denoted A , B , and C, plus insurance) exist in the Preferred K -O system. This can be contrasted with the Hi-Opt I or High-Low systems, which in full
form contain 50 to 150 matrix decisions to memorize, each
of which can take on one of 13 or more integers. Ouch!
The similarity allows us to present only the portion of the
Preferred strategy matrix that’s different from the basic strategy. All splitting decisions (not shown ) and soft-hand decisions (not shown ) are made exactly in accordance with the
basic strategy. For the portion of the matrix that is shown , all
entries with a blank box also revert back to the basic strategy
play. For example, we stand with a hard 14 vs. a dealer 2, just
as basic strategy prescribes. We hit with a hard 16 vs. a dealer
8, again just as before.
The remaining 17 entries, denoted with A , B , and C, represent the complete Preferred Strategy matrix . For these plays,
we follow the legend. For example, if holding a hard 16 vs. a
dealer ten , we stand if the running count is greater than or

-
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KNOCK - OUT
PREFERRED STRATEGY MATRIX
Dealer ' s Upcard

Player ' s Hand

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A

B

A

Hard 1 7 t

Hard 1 6
Hard 15

A

Hard 14
Hard 1 3

C

C

Hard 1 2

A

A

C

C

C

A

11

A

10

A

9

Category A
1 deck
2 deck
6 deck

8 deck

A

A

8I

+4
+4
+4
+4

A

A

Category

B

Category C

+2
+1
-4
-6

Play all soft hands, pairs, and blanks according
strategy . Take insurance at running count > 3 .

0
-4

Omit
Omit
to

the basic

Hard 1 2\ Value = stand if RC > Value; otherwise hit.
1 If Value = double down if RC > Value ,- otherwise hit .
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equal to the value of B ; otherwise we hit. Similarly, if we
hold a 10 vs. a dealer ace, we double down if the running
count is greater than or equal to the value of A; otherwise we
hit.
For K -O, regardless of the number of decks in play, there
will always be the same 17 strategic entries, each of which
will take on one of only three alphabetic designations. The
only difference is the values of the three designations. The
rest of the strategic matrix is exactly identical to the basic
strategy. The table below summarizes the matrix plays, and
may aid in their memorization.

KNOCK - OUT PREFERRED
STRATEGY MATRIX
Category A
Point )
1 6 vs . 9
1 5 vs . ten
1 2 vs . 2
1 2 vs . 3
1 1 vs. ace
1 0 vs . ten
1 0 vs . ace
9 vs . 2
9 vs . 7
8 vs . 5
8 vs. 6

( Pivot

1 deck
2 deck
6 deck
8 deck

+4
+4
+4
+4

Category B
( Kev

Count )
1 6 vs . ten

+2
+1
-4
-6

Category C
( IRC)

1 3 vs .
1 3 vs.
12 vs .
1 2 vs .
1 2 vs .

0
-4

Omit
Omit

2
3
4
5
6
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The values for A , B , and C should look somewhat famil iar. The A values are the pivot point (always +4) . The B val ues are the key counts . The C values are the IRCs , omitting
those for 6 and 8 decks . What could be simpler to remember?

A DISCUSSION OF
THE PREFERRED MATRIX
In this representation, it ’s fairly straightforward to see
what’s happening . Each of the A entries is mentally replaced
by the pivot point . Likewise , B entries are replaced by the
key count , and C entries by the IRC . Let ’s take a look .
If you ’ re playing in a standard IRC 1 -deck game , then
each of the A entries is mentally replaced by the value +4,
each of the B entries is replaced by +2, and each of the C
entries by 0.
Or consider a 6-deck game with the standard K -O counting scheme . Again , each of the A entries is mentally replaced
by the value +4. Here though , entries denoted by B are replaced by 4, and C entries revert back to the basic strategy.
You may have been noticing that most of the plays are
accounted for under A . This comes about for two reasons .
First, the value of A ( +4) is equal to the pivot point, which is
the point at which we have reliable information on the remaining deck content . Hence , it ’ s here that we are in the best
position to make the appropriate strategic deviations . Sec ond , we will have large wagers out when the count is near the
pivot point. Clearly, making the best play is more important
with a larger bet at stake .
As we ’ ve been discussing , some plays are more important than others . Readers who don ’ t want to memorize all 18
Preferred plays should consult the table on page 89 , which
prioritizes each of the plays according to gain in expecta-

—
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tion.33 Following the table is Figure 5, which charts the cu mulative gain from each of the strategic plays for our model.
We have enumerated the plays in accordance with the table.
As you can see, the single most useful strategy play to
memorize is the proper play of insurance which is why only
this play was categorized separately. The next most important play is 16 vs. a dealer ten , etc. In general, the most important plays are from category A for the reasons discussed above.
The set of 18 plays makes up the Preferred Strategy version of the Knock-Out system , but you need not memorize
all 18. If you choose to memorize, say, only four matrix plays,
then the following table and figure indicate the most valuable quartet that should be memorized: insurance, 16 vs. ten ,
15 vs. ten, and then 12 vs. 3.
In this way, the system can be personalized for your needs
and/or inclinations. Customize the system to suit yourself .
Remember though, that the more strategy plays you memorize, the higher your expectation will be.
Even if you use all 18 strategy plays , it ’s still less
memorization than is required in other popular systems, or
even the many numerical values in the “ Illustrious 18” of a
balanced system.

APPLYING THE PREFERRED
STRATEGY TABLE
Consider the entry for hard 16 vs. a dealer 9. The Preferred strategy matrix entry is A , meaning we stand if the
running count is greater than or equal to this value, and hit
otherwise. Regardless of the number of decks in play, the

33 This

representative ordering assumes 2 decks and a moderate ramp and
bet spread. The ordering will vary as these conditions change.
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Plav

Strategy
Number

Strategy
Plav

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Insurance
16 vs. ten
15 vs. ten
12 vs . 3
10 vs. ten
11 vs . ace
12 vs . 2
12 vs . 4
9 vs . 2

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

10 vs . ace
9 vs . 7
8 vs . 6
16 vs . 9
13 vs . 2
8 vs . 5
12 vs . 5
12 vs. 6
13 vs . 3

1.2

2- deck benchmark
1.1

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7
5

10

15

Figure 5: Cumulative value of each of the 18 Preferred strategic plays for
the Knock -Out system as applied in a 2-deck game , using the benchmark
1 -5 spread with a ramp of 3 ( the spread and ramp used for this model are
defined in Chapter 7).
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value of A. is always +4. This means that if we’ re holding a
hard 16 and the dealer has a 9 up, we stand if the RC is +4 or
more; otherwise we hit.
Is this logical? Recall that basic strategy for this play is to
hit. We’ d expect to deviate from the basic strategy and stand
if there were a large fraction of high cards left in the deck.
Our +4 pivot indicates that a large number of high cards remain. Since our chance of busting is large, it makes sense in
this case to stand.
A study of the other strategic plays will convince you that
these, too, are made only at opportune ( and logical ) times. In
particular, most of the double downs are made when the count
is high and there’s a correspondingly high chance of drawing
a ten to the doubled hand .

K-O PREFERRED STRATEGY
EXPECTATION
Using the K -O Preferred with the complete strategy matrix and a jump spread at the key count for betting, the performance is as follows. Notice the improvement over the
Rookie system in all games.

EXPECTATION (IN % ) FOR K - O PREFERRED
VERSION: STRATEGY MATRIX
Decks
1
2
6
8

1 -2
. 61
. 33
.
- 09
-.18

1 -5
1 . 40
1 . 04
. 36
. 22

1 -1 O
1 .80
1 .43
. 66
. 52

—
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LATE SURRENDER
Late surrender (when available ) is another option that can
be used to good advantage . As a reminder, late surrender is
an option by which you may forfeit half of your wager before
playing out a bad hand, so long as the dealer does not have a
natural . Surrender, when proper, takes precedence over all
other possible options.

KNOCK -OUT PREFERRED
LATE SURRENDER MATRIX
Dealer ' s Upcard

Player ' s Hand

8

9

HARD 16
HARD 1 5
HARD 14

A

Su

A

10
Su
Su

A

A
Su

A
A

Surrender if RC Value ; otherwise hit .
Surrender 8 , 8 vs . a dealer ten at B .

ADDITIONAL TIPS
Regardless of how much of the K-O Preferred system you
choose to incorporate into your play, the strategy tables should
not be viewed as a completely new aspect of the system .
Certainly this is true if you use only the insurance play made
at a sufficiently high running count of + 3 or more. But even
in the Preferred version , the strategy matrices should be
thought of merely as an extension of the basic strategy. Most
of the decisions you’ ll make , even when counting , will be
exactly the same as the basic strategy.
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For whatever situation you find yourself in, you must be
able to instantly recall the correct strategy entry. Two situations in particular illustrate why.
First, when playing “ head-up” with the dealer ( you are
the only player at the table), the pace of the game can be
quite rapid. This is a situation that you should strive for, as it
results in more hands per hour and, hence, more profits. However, you must be able to keep up with the dealer to take
advantage of it. It’s true that you can play slowly, and the
dealer will eventually get into your rhythm and decelerate the
pace, but this defeats the primary purpose of playing head- up.
A second time that instant recall is needed is when you ’ re
drawing to a multiple-card hand. Dealers expect you to complete your decision-making quickly once a hand is in progress,
so you have to calculate your total and determine the correct
play within a split second.
Remember also that you can customize K-O with a chosen IRC, key count, or pivot point in mind (see Appendix 8).
One last piece of advice: Count every card you see up
until your decision. The more cards that are included in your
RC, the more accurate your play will be. A quick example.
Let’s assume that the RC at the start of a hand is +5. You
make a large wager and are dealt J ,Q. But the dealer has an
ace up. Should you take insurance? Well, you might think
insurance is warranted since the RC at the beginning of the
hand was +5, but making the insurance bet would be incorrect.
The updated RC, which includes your jack, queen, and the
dealer ’s ace, is -+-2; hence you should decline the insurance bet.

SUMMARY
• This chapter addresses opportunities to enhance the K -O
system’s performance with an improved playing strategy. The
Preferred Strategy incarnation of K-O employs a “ reduced
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and rounded” matrix . The Preferred Strategy system provides
an outstanding mix of simplicity and power, and can further
be custom-tailored to suit an individual ’s desires .
• A single strategy enhancement, the proper play of insurance , can be added to improve results immediately. We take
insurance whenever the running count is at or above + 3 , re-

gardless of the number of decks in use .

Round 7
The Knock-Out System
Preferred Betting

—

Do not follow where the path may lead .
Go instead where there is no path and
leave a trail .
— Unknown

In Chapter 5 , we learned to use the K -O count values to
size our bets from “ small to big .” The discussion in this chapter
concentrates on enhancing our results by improving ( finetuning ) our betting tactics .
For many, this will be the most difficult chapter to follow.
Still , we encourage you to read it through; for while the ex planations of these “ proportional betting” techniques may be
daunting , the applications are not.
Before examining these betting methods , we will touch ,
once more , on the pivot point and the key count .

THE PIVOT POINT REVISITED
We talked about the pivot point in Chapter 3 , and briefly
again in Chapter 6 . Recall that when the running count is at
the pivot point , we have good information regarding our ac -
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tual expectation . Stated another way, unbalanced systems such
as K-O are constructed so the pivot point coincides with a
known player advantage. As such , it serves as a reliable ref erence to correlate our betting with our advantage.
Assume we ’ re playing a 2-deck game, and that after one
half of a deck (26 cards ) is dealt out the running count is +4
(instead of the expected average value of 2; see figure 4, pg.
67 ). What would an equivalent true count be? Well, the ex cess count is +4 ( 2) = +6. That is, we are +6 above where
we expect to be, on average.
The number of decks remaining is 1.5. Therefore, the true
count is +6/1.5 = +4. So you see, at the pivot point of +4, the
K-O running count is always exactly equal to a K-O true count
of +4. This relationship holds true regardless of the number
of decks in play or the number of cards already dealt out , so
long as the Knock-Out IRC is calculated as prescribed .34
What does this gain for us as practitioners of the K-O
system? Well, it means that when we have a running count of
+4, we have a very good idea of where we stand because we
know, to a high degree of certainty, the expectation at a true
count of +4. Remember that the true count is an accurate measure of the prevailing expectation. So when the K-O running
count is at the pivot point of +4, we have good information
about our expectation , regardless of how many cards remain
to be played.35

—

— —

34

This relationship is also approximately true when comparing K -O to a
balanced count. Orthodox balanced-system students may correctly object
that there is no equivalent balanced system to an unbalanced system . How ever, we argue here only that a similar balanced system (e.g., 2 through 7 =
+ 1 ; 8 through 9 = 0; 10 through ace = 1.2) will yield the desired relation.
35
See Peter Griffin ’s The Theory of Blackjack for a proof of the conjecture
that the expectation , as derived from an unbalanced count at the pivot point,
is independent of the number of cards left to be played. Only at the pivot
point is this strictly true.

—
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Then , based on a change in expectation of about +0.55 %
per unit of true count (roughly the High-Low equivalent) , we
find that whenever our Knock -Out RC is at the pivot point of
+4, our expectation is approximately 4 x 0.55 % = 2.2% above
the starting basic strategy expectation . For a 6-deck game
with standard rules , for example , our expectation at the pivot
is nearly + 1.8 % , after accounting for the basic strategy ex pectation of about — 0.4% .

THE KEY COUNT REVISITED
As we know, the key count is the running count at which
we first have the advantage . Fortunately, in the K -O system
the key count is a function only of the number of decks in
play and little else . This is true for all sets of rules you ’ re
likely to encounter.
We can determine the key counts empirically by simulating the K -O system and looking at the expectation as a function of the running count . Consider Figure 6 (pg . 98 ) derived
via simulation.
Clearly, if your goal is to make money, the best strategy
would be to avoid all hands with a negative expectation . Just
skip them altogether and play only when the play in ’s good !
If adopting this strategy in , let ’ s say, a 2-deck game , then we
would count down the deck as it ’s being played. Whenever
the running count got to + 1 ( the key count) or more , we would
jump in and play. If the running count was 0 or less , we would
sit out the next round. In this way, we would be playing only
in positive -expectation situations.
We can also estimate the relative value of a one- point
change in the running count once we have the advantage. In
such favorable situations , we find the results listed on page 99.
Some readers may be surprised by the magnitude of the
change in a single-deck game . Remember that the K -O has
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Figure 6: The expectation as a function of K -O running count . Recall
that the key count is the count at or above which the expectation is positive .
Thus, for a single -deck game, the key count is + 2, and so forth. Note that
the expectation changes in roughly a linear fashion with the running count,
and also that there is a tight correlation in expectation at and near the
pivot point of +4 .

no true-count conversion . Thus, the change in expectation
represents an average over the prevailing conditions. A typical card removed from a single deck will change the expectation by about 0.45 %. A card removed from only half a deck
will change the expectation by about twice as much, and so
on. When these effects are averaged over a single-deck game
with 65% penetration , we wind up with an average effect of
0.9 %. The same type of reasoning can be used to understand
the rest of the table.
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APPROXIMATE EFFECT OF ONE-POINT CHANGE
IN FAVORABLE RUNNING COUNT
Game
1
2
6
8

deck
decks
decks
decks

Change in
Expectation (% )
0.90
0.60
0.20

0.15

BETTING
Unfortunately, most casinos don ’ t allow you to exit and
re-enter a game at will . Sitting at a table and playing a few
hands , sitting out a few, then jumping in and playing again is
a sure- fire way to draw attention to yourself .
A less obvious way to play is to back -count, which means
standing behind a table and counting cards until a favorable
situation arises , then jumping in with a big wager. This approach was first suggested by Thorp and is now sometimes
referred to as “ wonging .” Back -counting makes you less obvious in your avoidance of the negative hands at the beginning of the pack while you wait to play only the positive hands
thereafter. As soon as the deck sours , you leave to find another table .
But casinos have started to thwart back -counters as well .
In fact, many now do not allow mid- shoe entry. Only players
who have participated since the very first hand out of the
shoe are allowed to continue to play until the dealer reshuffles .
Another way to play is front -counting , where you leave the
game when the count gets sufficiently negative. In Chapter 8 ,
we will discuss this further and present a K -O exit strategy
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for shoe games.
The point is, casino conditions today ensure that having
to play during negative counts is almost unavoidable. This is
especially true for casual players. If we have to play every
hand , then we need to have a plan .

KELLY BETTING
The plan , it turns out, is the same as it has been: Bet big
when we have the advantage and bet small when we don’ t .
Only now we would like to correlate the size of our big bets
more closely with the size of our advantage.
The question is how to quantify the betting scheme. Kelly 36
has determined that the optimal method of betting, so as to
minimize the chance of ruin and “ maximize profits,” 37 is to
wager an amount that’s proportional to your current capital.
The constant of proportionality, or “ ramp” factor, turns out to
be equal to (slightly less than ) the percentage of your advantage.38
Kelly wagering requires that you constantly re-evaluate
your present bankroll in order to properly calibrate the next
wager. The “ Kelly Criterion ” method of wagering therefore
presses up the bet sizes of an increasing bankroll at opportune times when the player has the advantage (not just because the bankroll is increasing) , and also limits the potential
of “ gambler ’s ruin ” by decreasing wagers when the bankroll
is dwindling.
36

J . L. Kelly, “ A New Interpretation of Information Rate , ” IRE Transac tions on Information Theory Bell System Technical Journal , 1956 , Vol .
35 , 917 .
37 Kelly
seeks to maximize a so-called utility function equal to the logarithm of the expected bankroll .
38
Optimally, we ’ d like to bet 0 when we are at a disadvantage , but we ’ ll
assume here that we must make some minimum bet .

—
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MODIFIED PROPORTIONAL BETTING
Optimal Kelly wagering requires precise bet sizing ( which
can result in wagers in fractions of a chip) . Though powerful
in theory, in practice , perfect Kelly betting is not realistic . A
somewhat more practical approach to betting is a method re ferred to as “ modified proportional betting . ” The wagering is
still quasi -Kelly, but there are important differences . First,
it ’s assumed that any win or loss for a playing session is small
compared to the entire bankroll . This way, the bankroll need
not be re-evaluated prior to every wager. Before a session
begins , the bankroll can be evaluated once and bet sizes pre determined for the entire session.
Furthermore , bets are capped at a maximum level we’ ll
call the “ ceiling . ” Ideally, we ’ d like to bet proportionally (to
our advantage ) no matter how high the expectation rises . In
practice , however, we cannot get away with spreading from ,
say, 1 to 100 units , even though the count may merit it . In the
casino, we must have a ceiling at some point , if only because
of the table limit . The range of the floor to ceiling levels is
commonly called the “ bet spread . ”
It ’s always somewhat problematic to develop a benchmark for determining the performance of a card-counting
system (for purposes of comparing with other systems ) . For
this book , we ’ ve chosen to use a modified proportional betting comparison , which places the respective systems on a
similar scale in terms of risk of ruin .
Assuming a modified proportional betting scheme is the
appropriate vehicle of comparison , two important variables
must be determined . First , what is the bet spread? Second ,

how quickly does the wagering traverse the bet spread?
We ’ ve already touched on some of the interesting ramifi cations of choosing and attempting to implement a bet spread .
Ideally, we ’ d like to use an infinite spread . But again , in prac tice this isn ’ t possible . We believe a reasonable bet spread for
which counters should strive is 1 to 5 in a single- or double-deck
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game, and 1 to 10 in 6- and 8-deck games.
Traversing the bet spread is a concept that also merits
further attention. The issue here is how fast we change our
wagering from the minimum (at a disadvantage) to the maximum ( with the advantage). With a finite bankroll, we ’ ll move
up and down with our bets in direct proportion to our prevailing expectation (a la Kelly ). The slope of the ramp is proportional to our starting bankroll, with a greater bankroll implying a steeper ramp ( we’ ll make more maximum bets).

RULE

AND

BETTING BENCHMARKS

Following are the rules and benchmarks we use to
derive the performance results in this chapter .

Single deck : H 1 7 , DOA , noDAS , 65 % penetration ;
Spread 1 to 5 with ramp of 3

Double deck : SI 7 , DOA , noDAS , 75 % penetration ;
Spread 1 to 5 with ramp of 3
Six deck : SI 7 , DOA , DAS , 7 5% penetration ;
Spread 1 to 1 0 with ramp of 6

Eight deck : SI 7 , DOA , DAS , 75 % penetration ;
Spread 1 to 1 O with ramp of 6

We have used what we believe to be ramping values
which have a reasonable chance of being implemented, or
at least approximately so, in actual casino play. Consider
the 2-deck game with a spread of 1 to 5. The minimum wa-

—
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ger is 1 unit , while the maximum is 5 units . In between , our
simulation has the wagers rise linearly in proportion to the
expectation based on the running count . The ramp factor we
have chosen is 3.39
In a nutshell , this means that we try to theoretically bet 3
times the prevailing expectation as estimated from the
present K - O running count . For example , when the expectation is 1.0% , we ’ d like to bet 3 units . When the expectation
rises above + 1.67% , where we want to bet more than 5 units ,
we stop at 5 since that is our ceiling . When the expectation
falls below +0.33% where we want to bet less than 1 unit ,
we make the 1 -unit bet since this is our floor. With this betting benchmark in the 2-deck game , we make the minimum
wager roughly two-thirds of the time , and the maximum wager about 15 % of the time . The average wager in this 2deck benchmark is roughly 2 units .
In real - world conditions , you ’ re not allowed to bet frac tions of a dollar. Therefore , a specific “ integer” spread has
been used to determine bet sizing at different counts for the
analysis of the complete K -O Preferred count system . The
betting schemes used are portrayed below ; each follows
closely the theoretical benchmark outlined above .

Single Deck
RC

Bet

39

ou
1

—

Betting Progression I
+1
1

+2

2

+3

+4n

4

5

We note that the final results are somewhat sensitive to the ramping factor
and bet spread . However, especially in comparisons among systems as
presented in Appendix 3 , these variables have little effect on relative performance .
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2 Decks— Betting Progression II

RC
Bet

On
1

+1
2

-2

4

3

-f -3
4

+4tr
5

6 Decks— -Betting Progression VI
RC
Bet

— 15u

-A

+3
9

+4rr

—

8 Decks
RC
Bet

— 7u
1
+1
7

2

-3
2

-2
3

-1
4

0
5

+1

4- 2

6

8

-2
4

-1
5

0
6

10
-Betting Progression VIII

6
2

-5

-A

-3

2

2

3

4-2

+3
9

+4rr
10

-

8

We can now get a handle on the expectation for applying

THE K O PREFERRED EXPECTATION

the complete Knock-Out Preferred system. It’s important to
realize that this is not an apples-to-apples comparison with
K -O Rookie, K -O Preferred Strategy, etc., whose derivations
of expectation were based on the two-bet (small and big) jump
spread. That ’s because the complete K -O Preferred derivation is based on a proportional betting approach with intermediate betting values that conform to our benchmark and
betting scheme.
A comparison of these returns with those in the table on
page 90 reveals that there ’s a slight gain in expectation (except
in the 8-deck game) for implementing a proportional wagering
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EXPECTATION ( IN % ) FOR
COMPLETE K - O PREFERRED
Decks
1
2
6
8

1 -5
1 . 53

1 -1 0

1 .1 1
. 73

. 52

scheme . The primary benefit from this technique , however,
is related to risk , as the proportional approach conforms more
closely to Kelly wagering . The graduated bet increases will
also provide a little more cover, as opposed to the drastic
variation of the jump spread .
Note also that this integer spread performs almost
identically to the so-called “ full -fractional ” betting scheme ,
which is essentially a best “ theoretical ” result . The returns
for the full -fractional approach for 1 , 2, 6 , and 8 decks are
1.53% , 1.14% , . 73%, and . 54% , respectively. (These results
are based on Monte Carlo simulations and have an associated
error of roughly .01 % . Full -fractional betting is employed
for the comparisons in Appendix 3 . )

PRACTICAL BETTING SCHEMES
Any betting scheme patterned after our benchmark will
produce an expectation similar to that portrayed here . You
can , therefore , create a model that ’s easy for you to imple ment. To formulate a practical betting scheme that ’s suitable
for real - world applications , we are bound by two overriding
concerns . First , we need to be aware of the key count . As we
learned in Chapter 5 , it makes sense to begin increasing our
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wagers once the running count is equal to the key count. Second, we’ d like the ceiling (maximum bet) to be made at or
near the pivot point, where we know our advantage is nearly
+ 2% . In between the key count and the pivot point, wagers
can be made in any manner as long as they generally increase as the running count increases.
Your betting scheme does not have to be overly rigid ,
however. In the 2-deck schedule, you could go from 2 units
at the key count to 5 units at the pivot point and float randomly from 3 to 4 units in- between , and give up very little.
The plethora of betting schemes is limited only by your
imagination , and by what you think you can get away with.
That is, as long as you have the proper size bankroll to support it. It ’s always most important to pick a betting spread
and ramp that you and your bankroll can live with.

—

RISK OF RUIN
There’s a common misconception that card counters always win. Over short periods, such as days, weeks, even a
couple of months, it’s not a given that a skilled card counter
will be ahead. In fact, the card counter could be well behind.
What ’s true is that given sufficient time and a sufficient
bankroll, the card counter will eventually turn his fortune
around and show a profit. This becomes close to a mathematical certainty the longer a counter plays. Let’s get back to short
run , however, which is quite another story.
Let’s say we’ re playing our 2-deck game and spreading 1
to 5 units (regardless of our current bankroll ). We’ re using
the top 16 plays of the K-O Preferred matrix for strategic
decisions, and we will play until either doubling our bankroll
or going broke. Not surprisingly, the larger our bankroll, the
more certain it is that we will succeed.
Consider Figure 7, which demonstrates this effect. No-
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Figure 7: 777© risk of ruin as a function of initial bankroll . The curve was
generated assuming a 2-deck benchmark game with a spread of 1 to 5
units and a ramp of 3, using the top 16 plays of the K-O Preferred system,
with the aim of doubling the bankroll before going broke .

tice that the risk of ruin drops substantially as the initial bankroll increases. For example, with a starting bankroll of 25
units (at the spread of 1 to 5 units), the chance of success is
about 53% . That is, if you sit down at a 2-deck table, buy in
for $25, and spread $1 to $5 (or, alternatively, buy in for $500
while spreading $20 to $100, etc.) while using the Preferred
system, you ’ ll have about a 47 % chance of going broke before doubling your money. On the other hand , if you start
with 100 units, your chance of failure falls to 36%. Indeed, it
nose-dives to a mere 0.5% if you start with 1,000 units, and
nearly 0% for a bankroll greater than 1,500 units.
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Figure 8: This companion to Figure 7 shows the average number of hands
needed to double a bankroll as a function of initial bankroll. The curve
assumes a 2-deck benchmark game spreading 1 to 5 units with a ramp of
3, using the top 16 plays of the K-O Preferred system.

Figure 8 depicts the average number of hands needed to
double the bankroll.
For example, the average number of hands needed to successfully double the bankroll (on the occasions when successful ) is only 100 with a starting bankroll of 25 units. The
average total rises quite rapidly, approaching 1,400 hands for
an initial bankroll of 100 units, and more than 21,000 hands
for a bankroll of 500 units.
Let’s go back to our example of an initial bankroll of
,
1 000 units. We know that we have a 99.5 % chance of dou bling the bank , which seems conservative enough. But how
long will it take? The chart tells us that it will take an average
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of roughly 45,000 hands. Playing at the brisk rate of 100 hands
per hour, that’s 450 hours of play.
Do you have the time and patience for this? If not, you ’ ll
have to make some adjustments in your goals. There’s a wellcorrelated trade-off between risk tolerance and patience. That
is, quicker success comes at the expense of more risk. Where’s
the happy medium? Well , that’s up to you. Let’s look at an
example.
We’ ll assume we have a bankroll of $5,000, and we’ ll
use a $5 to $25 spread ( 1 to 5 units). This is a 1,000-unit
bankroll. We know that our chance of doubling the bankroll
is about 99.5 %, but it will take about 450 hours.
What if we choose a $10 to $50 spread? Now our $5,000
represents a starting bankroll of 500 units. Our chance of
doubling the bankroll falls to 95%, but the average doubling
time also falls to only 210 hours.
Or if we’ re even less patient, we may choose a $25 to
$125 spread , which means that our starting bankroll equals
200 units. Now our chance of doubling is only 75% , but the
average doubling time falls to only 45 hours.
The trade-off between risk and time involved is obvious.
You can use Figures 7 and 8 to gauge the trade. The larger
your initial starting bankroll relative to your bet spread, the
more assured you will be of continually winning. However,
the more risk averse you are, the longer it will take to reach
your objective.

FAB FIVES CUSTOMIZED COUNT
Of course we can again customize our count. Here’s an
example of a count customization. We call it the “ Fab Fives”
strategy. Fab Fives is a 6-deck customized K -O strategy with
a modified IRC. But it adds something new: a rounded Preferred matrix. For the Fab Fives, we use an IRC of 3, mak-

—
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ing the pivot point + 21.
For strategy decisions, we substitute +20 for A and +15
for B in our strategy matrix . We take insurance at +20. You
may have noticed that we should be substituting +21 for A
and +13 for B . However, we have taken the liberty of further
adjusting the Preferred matrix entries for ease of memorization. Based on the study of Appendix 5, we know this will
have only a tiny effect on the overall expectation. As designated by the Preferred 6-deck matrix, we ignore the C value
and refer to the basic strategy.
Staying with the fives theme, we ramp up our bet ( when
we have the advantage) starting at +15, and we make our
max bet at +20, a bit earlier than in the benchmark.
The advantage with this counting scheme is that all matrix plays and critical betting counts are now divisible by 5.
Despite the rounding, our simulation shows that the power of
the Fab Fives variation is nearly the same as the standard
Preferred 6-deck approach (see Appendix 8).

SUMMARY
• Betting proficiency is the most important element of playing winning blackjack. While gross bet variation based on
the key count can produce a player advantage, a more finely
tuned betting scheme based on the pivot point will enhance
results.

•Proportional (Kelly ) wagering or modified proportional wagering produce the best results, both in increased expectation
and in limiting risk of ruin . There is a trade-off between the
rate at which you can expect to win and your tolerance of
risk. You can tailor your betting strategy to match your goals
and your bankroll.
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•A look back at the expectation for the different incarnations
of the K -O system provides a graphic look at the gain for
adding each enhancement .

EXPECTATION (IN % ) FOR
ALL K - O INCARNATIONS
Decks
1
2
6
8

( 1 - 5 spread )
( 1 -5 )
( 1 -1 0 )
( 1 -1 0

R
.88
. 69
. 54
.43

R+ l
1 .06
.80
. 55
.43

R+ l +S
1 .40
1 .04
.66
. 52

P
1 .53
1.11
. 73
. 52

R = Rookie , I = Insurance , S = Strategy , P = Preferred
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Round 8
Enhancing Profits

Play long and prosper.

— Apologies to Mr. Spock

Almost all casino games have a positive expectation for
the house . Hence , over time the house will win its share of
total wagers and an amount arbitrarily close to what ’s expected given its advantage .
The money that casinos win is what pays for their spectacular entrances and lavish decor, not to mention the pay roll , and of course the profits for its shareholders and investors . So important are the game revenues , many casinos still
use other departments (food , rooms , etc . ) as loss leaders to

bring gamblers through the doors .
Given this reliance on gambling revenue , it ’s easy to see
why casinos don ’ t like to lose , and even easier to understand
why they don ’ t like card counting and go to great lengths to
discourage it. In this chapter, we ’ ll investigate additional meth ods to improve our edge , and discuss how we can exercise
our advantage in the face of casino scrutiny.
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FEWER DECKS
One of the easiest ways to improve our performance is to
play where the fewest number of decks are in use. As we saw
in Chapter 2, all else being equal , a game with fewer decks
has a higher basic strategy expectation. This means that the
disadvantage we have to overcome is smaller. Also, a game
with fewer decks has greater fluctuations (in deck composition ). Recall that the key to card counting is identifying favorable situations and taking advantage of them. These favorable situations arise when cards come out in “ unexpected ”
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F i g u r e 9: The percentage of time that a game will afford the player a
prescribed advantage. In a single-deck game, the player has an advantage
nearly 40% of the time, dropping to about 20% in 8 decks.
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It’s impossible to count
multiple decks

.v.v‘ ....•- .
***

* *'

.v ’T:-

Fallacy

W e' v e heard this many t i m e s .
Even Telly Savalas lamented the "difficulty" in his ABCs
of Blackjack video, c o m m e n t i n g , "If it's more than t w o
decks, hey , forget it!"
The myth is further propagated w h e n c a r d c o u n ti n g is c h a r a c t e r i z e d a s b e i n g primarily a feat of

memory .
For e x a m p l e, consider John Scarne's thoughts o n
the subject : "The most valuable natural aptitude a black jack player can possess is the fairly rare faculty of remembering most of the previously exposed cards. The
player w h o c a n n o t d o this has little or n o chance of
beating the bank in the long run ."
In fact, it isn 't any more difficult t o c o u n t multiple
decks than it is a single deck . W e start a t a different IRC
based o n t h e number of decks in play , but after that,
the mechanics a r e all the s a m e. W e d o n 't a t t e m p t t o
m e m o r i z e the cards played .
It is, however , more difficult t o w i n a g a i n s t mul tiple decks . As discussed earlier , the basic strategy e x p e c t a t i o n is lower , which means w e have a g r e a t e r
h u m p t o climb over. Furthermore, t h e favorable fluct u a t i o n s in deck c o m p o s i t i o n , h e n c e the p e r c e n t a g e of
t i m e w h e n players h a v e t h e a d v a n t a g e, a r e s m a l l e r.
This means w e' ll have t o u s e a larger betting s p r e a d in

order t o g a i n t h e s a m e a d v a n t a g e .
So while the level of difficulty d o e s n o t i n c r e a s e for
c o u n t i n g multiple decks, w e are often better off seek i n g o u t g a m e s with fewer decks .
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proportions compared to the average, such that an excess of
high cards remains. In games with fewer decks , this will occur more often.
A corollary to this is that a multiple-deck game requires a
greater betting spread to yield the same profitability. Since
the fluctuations in composition are less dramatic, the percentage of time that the player has the advantage goes down,
making it necessary to bet more when these opportunities
arise.

BETTER PENETRATION
Another way to improve results is to find better deck penetration. This means that more cards are dealt out prior to a
shuffle, which means we are bound to be getting closer to the
pivot point (our ultimate destiny if all the cards are dealt).
Hence, there will be more times when we have the advantage.
As mentioned in the last chapter, don’ t worry that better
penetration will render the strategy matrix numbers inaccurate. If you find a dealer who deals far into the pack, the gain
in expectation (from additional volatility in the count closer
to the pivot point) from more (and better) betting opportunities will far outweigh the tiny disadvantage inherited from
diminished accuracy in strategic play.

FEWER PLAYERS
Playing with fewer or no other players at the table allows
you to see more cards before making decisions. Indeed, if
you ’ re playing head-up with the dealer, you ’ ll get to see all
the cards as they ’ re played with no problem. But there’s a
downside to head-up play: Some dealers are very fast. To a
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That third - baseman
is killing me

.
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Fallacy

Can the play of another player ,
no matter how good or bad, affect your chances of
winning at blackjack ? Many people believe it can, that
bad players somehow "bring down" an entire table with
their poor plays. Not so .
In reality , the play of others has no impact on your
own fortune . (The only exception to this is if the other
players use all of the remaining cards, causing a reshuffle . ) If there are sufficient cards to finish the round,
then other players have no overall effect on your ex -

pected outcome .
Let' s take a mathematical look at why this is true .
Say we know that the remaining deck contains x good
cards ( tens and aces) , y bad cards ( 2 s through 7 s) , and
z neutral cards ( 8 s and 9 s ) .
At the end of the deck , the running count will be
+ 4 . So the present running count is 4 + x — y . Now let' s
consider the next hit . The following are the probabilities of getting a good, bad, or neutral card :

P( x ) = x / { x + y + z )

P( y ) = y / ( x + y + z )

P( z ) = z / ( x + y + z )
Assume for the moment that someone playing ahead
of us takes a hit. If the player takes a good card , there
are now only ( x — 1 ) good cards and (x + y + z — 1 ) total
cards remaining, so our chance of getting a good card
after him would then be (x — 1 ) / ( x + y + z — 1 ) . Likewise if the player gets a bad card , our chance of get-
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ting a good card would be x / ( x + y + z — 1 ) . Finally,
if the player gets a neutral card , our chance of getting
a good card would again be x / (x + y + z — 1 ) . To
determine our overall chance of getting a good card ,
we need to multiply each of these conditional chances
by their respective probabilities, and add . This yields:
P( x )

=

[ x / ( x + y + z ) ] x [(

jt

— l ) /( x + y

+ [ y / ( x + y + z )] x [ x / ( x + y +

+ z — l)]
z — 1)

]

+[ Z /( JC + y + z)] x [ JC /( X + y + z — l)]

Collecting terms in the numerator gives us :
P( x) = x ( x + y + z

—

1) /[( JC + y + z )( x + y + z - l)]

or simply :
P( x ) = x / ( x + y + z )

I

And this, as you can see, is precisely the original
chance of getting a good card if we had taken the first hit !
It makes no difference whether an earlier player
takes a hit, or two hits, or 20 hits. Overall, we still
have the same chance of getting the card we want, as
long as there' s at least one card left after he' s done
with his hand . Furthermore , as long as sufficient cards
are left to finish the round , it makes no difference how
other players play , in terms of the expected final value
of your hand or the dealer ' s hand, and hence, your
chance of ultimately winning or losing .

novice counter this is often problematic, since in the rush
you may find it difficult to keep the count and recall the cor-
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rect plays. On the other hand , once you have the mechanics
down cold, you ’ ll find that head-up play is quick and allows
you to wager more money in a given amount of time.

EXIT STRATEGY TO AVOID POOR COUNTS
We’ ve discussed the technique of back-counting, which
allows you to avoid poor counts. Let’s apply the same concept in a different context. Say you ’ re playing in a 2-deck
game and one deck has already been dealt. The standard RC
should now be near 0. If it’s, say, 6 instead, your expectation is obviously negative. You may want to pick up your
chips and find another table, rather than play out the last few
hands. Or, you may want to take a well-timed lavatory break.
With proper timing, you can get up, stretch your legs, hit the
restroom, and return in time for the end of the shuffle and the
start of a fresh deck, thus successfully avoiding playing in
several hands with a probable negative expectation.
To this end, the K-O count can be played with an “ exit
strategy.” An “ exit condition” is a pair of numbers consisting
of an exit count and an exit point. If you ’ re at or below the
exit count at the exit point, you leave the game. This is an
advanced strategy that’s most useful in shoe games.
For example, in the standard counting scheme, we start
the K-O IRC at 20 for six decks or 28 for eight decks. The
exit strategy consists of the following conditions.
Use the table entries ( pg. 118) as follows. First locate the
column corresponding to the game in question (6 or 8 decks).
Then, determine the appropriate exit points from the left-most
column.
Thus, in a 6-deck game, we can leave after 1 deck has
been dealt if the running count is less than or equal to 22. So
if we’ re playing at a 6-deck table and notice that 1/4 of the
way through the shoe ( 1 1/2 decks dealt) , the running count

—

—

—

—
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—

suddenly falls to 24, it’s beneficial for us to exit the game.
Similarly, in an 8-deck game, you can leave after playing 3
decks if the running count is less than or equal to 22, and so
forth.

—

K - O STANDARD EXIT STRATEGY
Leave

After 1 deck dealt
After 2 decks dealt
After 3 decks dealt

After 4 decks dealt

If RC <
8 -deck
6 -deck

—
—
—

22
17
12

—

—
—
—
—

32

27
22
17

Of course, adopting the exit strategy requires you to
roughly estimate the number of decks already played. However, the deck estimation need not be too accurate: anything
within 20% will do.
We can now introduce the exit strategy into the K-O Fabu lous Fives 6-deck variation. Remember, we’ ve shifted the
IRC by +17, so we need to adjust the exit counts by the same
amount. This leaves us with the following conditions for a 6
deck game: Leave at — 5 or less after 1 deck is played; leave at
0 or less after 2 decks; and leave at +5 or less after 3 decks.
Again , all values are divisible by 5.
The proper use of an exit strategy will nearly double your
win -rate per hand. Not surprisingly, this is because you avoid
situations with unfavorable conditions. The combination of
a higher expectation coupled with a larger average bet size
yields a tremendous gain in the win rate.
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LONGEVITY
Since blackjack is one of the few casino games that’s potentially beatable, casinos instruct pit personnel to watch for
card counters . In principle , the pit can identify counters by
counting the cards themselves. More often , though , they rely
on other “ tells” to determine if players are counting . To de flect this, good counters throw curves by acting naive , mak ing erratic plays (known as “ cover plays” ), and otherwise
behaving contrary to what ’s expected from the stereotypical
nerdy counter. As such , the life of a card counter consists of
an ongoing cat- and-mouse game with casino personnel . The
card counter is attempting to portray himself as unworthy of
attention, while the pit boss is looking for anyone who appears to be too proficient. Let ’s take a look at what we’ re up
against.
The casino takes two primary steps in dealing with card
counters: identification and action . In our opinion , counters
should strive to avoid identification, since after they ’ ve been
spotted , it ’s usually all she wrote . The most profitable time
for a card counter is before he has been identified , or even
suspected. After identifying you , the casino will take countermeasures to thwart your effectiveness .
Many pit supervisors actually do know how to count .
This is not true of all of them, but even those who don ’ t
count are aware of certain clues , the tell - tale mannerisms
that card counters typically exhibit , including large bet variation , efforts to see every card , and deep concentration . Other
subtler tells include taking insurance only with a big bet out
( there is a high correlation ) , never making a big bet off the
top of a new deck , never drinking , and never tipping the
dealer.
Because all card-counting systems require bet variation
and strategy adjustments that are very similar, it really doesn ’ t
matter which particular system the player uses or the supervisor knows . If a casino boss is proficient and watches your
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play long enough , he will probably be able to tell whether or
not you ’ re counting.
For this reason, many counters “ cool it” if the pit boss
comes over to watch. They begin flat-betting (making the
same bet regardless of the count) and in many cases revert to
playing basic strategy only. This continues until the pit boss
leaves to go hound another player. Unfortunately, it’s hard
(and unnatural) to be constantly on the lookout for floor personnel while playing; while one pit boss is leaving , there may
be another right behind you still watching.
In some casinos, a suspicious pit boss may initiate countermeasures on his own. At other places, he may call a buddy
over and they may both stare you down for a while. This
“ heat” is designed to unnerve card counters and is remarkably effective. At larger establishments, roving expert counters
are sometimes employed and called upon to evaluate the skill
of a player who is suspected by the pit. The expert may be
brought into the pit to observe the player for 15 to 30 minutes
before rendering judgment.
Other high-end casinos employ even more sophisticated
means. There is now card-counting software that allows surveillance staff to input, by voice, a player ’s wagers, cards,
and strategic decisions. The program then rates each player
by estimating the player ’s expectation.
It’s interesting to note that while many players “ count,”
not all are good enough to actually derive a positive expectation. Errors in counting , coupled with errors in play and timidity in employing a large betting spread , often conspire to
make good players not quite good enough to come out ahead
in the long run.
Casinos also know this. A common theme we ’ ve found ,
in speaking with casino executives, is that while analyzing a
potential card counter, the key point is to determine whether
or not the player is good enough to beat the casino. The player
may be counting cards, yet still be playing with an overall
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THE ANNUAL BARGE MASS BARRING
The primary g a m i n g family o n the Internet is the
rec . gambling n e w s g r o u p. Every August, members of
rec . gambling descend o n Las Vegas for t h e annual Big
August Rec . Gambling Excursion , o r BARGE .
BARGE m e m b e r s are clearly c o m p u t e r literate a n d
generally knowledgeable in the field of blackjack . Many
of them discuss t h e t o p i c electronically o n a daily ba sis . A sizable p e r c e n t a g e of them are card counters .
It has b e c o m e an u n w r i t t e n ritual for a g r o u p of
BARGErs t o c o n v e r g e a t a c a s i n o of choice for a tradi tional mass- barring. The mass- barring is typically a non profit e v e n t in which the intent is t o g e t kicked o u t as
quickly a s possible , hoping t o make a big s c e n e for the
gang in the process .
During BARGE '9 5, a group of us headed over t o
o n e of the smaller c a s i n o s o n the Strip . Several BARGErs
scattered t o different tables , while s o m e c h o s e t o e n j o y
the a c t i o n from a v a n t a g e p o i n t a t the bar . O u r g r o u p
found a $ 5 table with a lone player a t 2 nd base. Paul
took 1 s t base, a n d Ubalanced Kid s a t d o w n next t o
him . M o n t e found a n o p e n i n g o n t h e other side of the
table a t 3 rd base . With t w o drinks in hand , Monte i m mediately clamored for a d o u b l e vodka -something-o rother. W e all cashed in for chips a n d started t o play ,
betting $ 5 each .
T h e p i t b o s s a s k e d M o n t e if h e w o u l d like t o b e
rated , a n d M o n t e inaugurated t h e affair with the w i t t y ,
if predictable, reply , " N o, I really d o n 't w a n t a Big
M a c for d i n n e r . " ( At t h e t i m e , t h e c a s i n o h a d a
McDonald 's on property . )
Shortly thereafter , t h e c o u n t w e n t p o s i t i v e a n d
M o n t e announced " plus three" w h i l e s t a n d i n g u p and
c o u n t i n g o n his fingers . This was t h e c u e for everyone
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verbally verify his count level.
"Omega-ll says plus six . "
"I get five with K -O."
"High-Low gives three."
We all jumped our bets to $ 25 and Murph "wonged"
in with $ 10 on the open spot next to Monte. The dealer's
hands began to tremble. But she drew to a three-card
20 on the next round, wiping out the table. As fate
would have it, the count climbed even higher.
At this point, both Paul and Monte jumped their
bets to $ 100, while Murph and Kid each bet $ 25 . The
dealer dealt Paul his first card— the queen of clubs. That
was enough to prompt the pit boss to rush to the table,
push Paul's bet out of the circle, and say, "OK, you're
through" (the first barring) . He also pushed Monte's bet
out ( two down) . He then touched Murph's bet but decided to leave it. He also ignored Kid's $ 25 bet. Appar ently, it wouldn't look too good to bar the whole table.
Paul protested, rightfully perturbed at not being able
to play his queen. But it was to no avail. Despite inher iting Paul' s queen, Kid lost his hand anyway . Murph
won his hand and picked up his chips.
Mission accomplished. Monte delivered a parting
salvo as he politely asked for his comp to McDonald's.
Everyone tried to keep straight faces as the pit boss, not
surprisingly, ignored him.
Meanwhile. . .
As our table was attracting all sorts of attention,
two other BARGErs known as Geoff and Bozo used the
misdirection to good result at another table. They were
able to play for more than an hour, spreading from $ 5
to $ 1 OO and amassing a profit of nearly $ 1 ,000 before
finally getting the boot.
to
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negative expectation. If the bosses decide that a player is not
capable enough to pose a threat, the house may still deal to
the player. (Strangely enough, some professional blackjack
players seem to almost need to be barred every so often to
validate their skills.)
To most, being barred is not an enjoyable experience. The
reality that the “ enemy ” has now discovered you unnerves
many counters. If you are barred (or just asked to leave ), pick
up all of your money and chips; these are yours. Don ’t just
leave the table; leave the casino, too. In Nevada, casinos are
still allowed to refuse the action of players who are “ too good.”
This is no longer true in Atlantic City.
While technology today can assist the casino in identify ing card counters, it’s still too labor intensive to track every one in this fashion. Thus, it’s still typically left to the floorman
to first suspect someone of counting, which, in turn , sets off
the chain of events. The key to longevity, then, is to avoid
this first pressure point. If possible, you should disguise your
counting from the pit personnel.

—

CASINO COUNTERMEASURES
After identifying a card counter, the casino has several
options. In terms of altering the game procedures, the house
can take action in several ways (all detrimental to the card
counter).
Probably foremost, the house can shuffle earlier in the
pack. As the penetration is decreased , the card counter faces
a progressively steep uphill climb. Recall that deep penetration into the pack is desirable for card counters.
Another countermeasure is to restrict a player to flat betting. Clearly, a betting spread of some sort is required for a
card counter to be successful , and if a casino imposes flat
betting, this is bad news for your card-counting career at this
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establishment.40
A casino can also introduce more decks into the game.
Remember, fewer decks are preferable for players.
The house may resort to preferential shuffling, which
means the dealer shuffles at will. In its worst form, a floorman
or dealer counts down the deck and preferentially shuffles
the pack when the count becomes favorable to the player. In
our opinion , this is unethical, as it changes the expectation for
the game even for players who are not counting, and hence,
are oblivious to what is happening to them.
The casino may also change the actual rules of the game.
This can be anything from more restrictive doubling to disallowing insurance. The house might even close the table to
get a counter to move to one that’s more crowded.
Once this starts happening, there isn ’ t much point in sticking around. If you challenge them just to prove that you can
still beat their game, the casino will eventually construct a
game that is unbeatable. And the longer you play, the more
likely you are to be recognized the next time around.
In our opinion, you ’ re past the point of no return once the
pit has an inkling that you ’ re a counter; it’s only a matter of
time before countermeasures will be employed, and you ’ ll
be left with a game that is unprofitable.

WHAT TO DO?
This is the major question facing card counters. The an swer is to develop an “ act ” of some sort. That is, learn to
40

For a technique known as “ depth -charging ,” in which bet spreading is not
required , see Snyder ’s Blackbelt in Blackjack . The technique makes use of
the added strategic benefits of card counting , but is successful only in singledeck games in which the player can sit at third base and see all the cards
that have been played .
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MIT INTERNATIONAL ESCAPADES
Though card -counting is not illegal in the United
States, some foreign countries look upon the matter
differently . Also, casinos in foreign lands may purchase
secret information about card counters from American
casino detective agencies .
Consider Andy , Semyon , and Katie, members of
the famous MIT blackjack team , revered by players and
feared by the casinos. The three were applying their
skills in Monte Carlo , well known for gaming resorts,
auto races, and Grace Kelly .
Now it just so happened that Semyon was listed in
the "Griffin Book , " a compilation of " known " card
counters and /or card cheats ( it would be more accu rate to describe the book as a compilation of "suspected "
offenders ) .
After winning quite a bit of money , the trio was
escorted into a back room , where they were held for
more than an hour and their pictures were taken . Then
a Monte Carlo police inspector walked in .
The team spent the next five hours in the custody
of the cops . The police searched their rental car and
questioned all three individually . Semyon received a
particularly long and probing interrogation since he was
in the Griffin book . He was told that card -counting
was illegal in Monte Carlo .
However, the team was never charged with c o m m i tting any crime ( and was allowed to keep their win nings ) . After a couple more hours of detention , they
were finally allowed to leave, with instructions to get
in their car and not return to Monte Carlo . In keeping
with the regal treatment afforded by the authorities,
they received a police escort all the way to the border .
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disguise your play.
The life expectancy of a card counter can be considerably extended with the use of a good act. What ’s more, we’ ve
found that the implementation of the act can be the most enjoyable part of the game. The Knock-Out system ’s ease of
use allows players more time and energy to concentrate on
laying the “ camouflage” that’s sometimes necessary to play
skilled blackjack in a casino environment.
Being allowed to ply your newfound card-counting skills
is an important consideration, and one that ’s been tackled in
different ways by different authors. Here is a sampling:
The late Ken Uston 41 was a former vice president of the
Pacific Stock Exchange and the best-selling author of a book
on, of all things, the video game Pac-Man. In the blackjack
world , Uston was the man responsible for Atlantic City ’s law
that disallows the banning of card counters. Uston also tried
to have the practice outlawed in Nevada, though unsuccessfully.
While playing in a casino, Uston would often appear flatout drunk. He would mumble incoherently and teeter precariously on his seat in order to convince the pit that he was
unworthy of attention. Once his act succeeded , he was able
to employ enormous bet spreads. However, no act is perfect,
and after Uston was identified and barred from several establishments, he was forced to resort to elaborate physical disguises to continue playing.
In one amusing incident, Uston pulled a stunt on his cardcounting buddies while at the Dunes. While playing in a situation with an exceptionally high count, Uston put a pair of
underpants on his head , on which were emblazoned , “ I
crapped out in Vegas.” He bet $500 and won the wager. Then ,
to the astonishment of all , he threw his “ hat” on the layout,

41

See Million Dollar Blackjack or Ken Uston on Blackjack .
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tossed his cash and chips over to another player at the table ,
and ran out of the casino . The stunned casino bosses didn ’ t
know that the player who was thrown the chips was actually
one of Uston’s partners . The escapade branded him as a lunatic whose play would be welcomed at the Dunes for years to
come .
Later in his card-counting career, Uston formed teams that
used the now -legendary “ big player” (BP) technique . Big play ers can be used in several ways . In one common approach ,
little players are stationed at several tables in a casino , counting through the shoes and placing table-minimum bets while
the BP wanders around aimlessly. Every so often, as superstitious high-rollers tend to do , the BP gets a “ hunch” and
plays a few hands , perhaps at the betting maximum , at a table
chosen seemingly at random. Unbeknownst to casino personnel , the BP has actually been signaled into the game by
one of the little players after the count has gone favorable.
When the BP arrives at the table , the present count may
be relayed to him via signals worked out beforehand . Al ternatively, the little player can simply make all betting and
strategic decisions for the BP, again through signals. In this
case , the BP need not know anything about expert play, only
how to read and follow the signals. When the deck goes sour,
the BP is signaled to leave . The BP then dawdles while waiting for the next signal indicating a juicy deck .
The beauty of this technique is that the BP makes only
large wagers and always in positive situations . Because he
never varies his bets , the BP appears to be a fun - loving high roller, “ haphazardly ” making his way from one “ lucky” table
to the next. Casino personnel see a big bettor jumping from
game to game , never staying at a particular table long enough
to possibly be counting cards .
In a second technique , a little player and BP play together
full -time at the same table. The little player usually flat bets a
modest amount , while the BP bets much more , relying on the
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little player for all decisions. Again , this is all done via signals worked out beforehand.
In this second variation, the ploy is in the BP acting in a
manner that makes it impossible for him (or her) to be counting cards. He can do whatever he wishes, and usually does.
He ’ ll look up at the mirrored ceiling, check out the cocktail
waitresses, tie his shoes, talk sports with the pit bosses, go to
the bathroom , whatever, because his associate is counting the
cards for him and telling him exactly how to proceed at all
times. Indeed, some teams have the BP simply play basic
strategy throughout, leaving the gain to be realized from a
large bet spread. The information about how much to bet is
often relayed through the location (not amount) of the little
player ’s wagers.42
Uston wrote of another incident in which one of his BPs
had just lost a big double down at the Tropicana. “ He grunted
loudly, waved his arms, and knocked over his Bloody Mary.
The table, cards, and chips were soaked with ice, booze , tomato juice, and pieces of lime. The dealer grabbed a towel. A
boss ran over with new decks of cards.” In the meantime,
Uston ’s BP had noticed a teammate who was signaling him
to an adjacent table. He stood up and left, commenting “ I
don ’ t play at wet tables.”
Ian Andersen 43 employs a solitary act to which he is well
suited. He goes so far as to befriend dealers and pit person nel, all the while maintaining an air of humility as he feigns
ignorance of the game. With well-placed gifts to the floormen
and tips for the dealers, Andersen describes case after case where
casino personnel have bent over backward to come to his aid.
In one fantastic story, a free-spirited casino executive

42

Clearly this is not optimal , but recall that most of the advantage from card
counting comes from proper betting decisions , not playing decisions.
43
See Turning the Tables on Las Vegas , 1976 , Vintage Books .
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began “ selling” information during a blackjack game . During the course of the session, much wheeling and dealing transpired between Andersen and this executive, who was a casino vice- president.
For starters , the VP offered Andersen the option to surrender a quarter of his bet without looking at his cards .
Andersen, sensing that bigger things were to come, agreed
and coughed up nearly $25 . Apparently thinking he ’ d lured
the biggest fish in the desert , the VP pressed on , “ Tell you
what. You can give me a quarter of your chips now and not
play another hand . ” Andersen parried the thrust , “ Nah , you ’ d
be cheating yourself out of three -quarters of my chips . ”
Shortly thereafter, Andersen was allowed to surrender a 16
vs. a dealer 10 for only one-eighth of his bet , saving several
hundred dollars. On a subsequent hand , the VP freely turned
over the dealer ’s hole card so that Andersen could decide how
to play. Still later, Andersen had a $ 1 ,000 bet out and held
two tens. The dealer ’s upcard was a 6, and Andersen again
inquired whether he would be allowed see the dealer ’s hole
card . This time there was a “ fee” of $200 . It was well worth
it, as the downcard was a 10. Knowing the dealer had 16 ,
Andersen proceeded to split and resplit his tens a total of five
times , winding up with totals of 14, 16 , 21 , 19 , 15 , and 18 .
The dealer hit his hand with a 7 and busted . Less the $200
“ investment , ” Andersen won $6,000.
Indeed , in a new book , Burning the Tables in Las Vegas ,44
Andersen advocates “ a complete paradigm shift , ” by which
the player abandons the traditional adversarial stance with
casino bosses in favor of a kinder, gentler, friendlier approach .
Lance Humble45 adopted a much more conservative style

44

Burning the Tables in Las Vegas , 1999 , Huntington Press, provides the
most exhaustive treatment of cover play ever written.
45
See The World ' s Greatest Blackjack Book .
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of play, in which he tried to avoid casino personnel altogether.
A psychology professor, Humble recommends a method of
play by which “ you should avoid any unusual behavior in the
casino.” Everything from the way you hold your cards to the
way you dress should fit right in. When it comes to methodically doubling and halving wagers for purposes of cover,
Humble says, “ This will reduce your advantage slightly from
not responding immediately to a change in count, but these
methods will help you to win in blessed anonymity.”
Stanford Wong46 has also weighed in on the subject. Wong
points out that pit personnel see thousands of faces on a daily
basis, and to remember undesirables, they tend to focus on
peculiar attributes that they then associate with those players. So, Wong advises, “ You need to have some outstanding
feature that ’s under your control.” In this vein , Wong has at
times worn distinctive items of clothing and jewelry, acted
intoxicated, and even appeared to have physical impediments.
Then , if he’s drawn heat on a previous visit, he can reappear
at the casino without the feature, making it difficult for casino personnel to make the connection.
Wong has also long advocated the use of back-counting
(or wonging as it has come to be affectionately called ) to get
maximum bang for your buck. You may recall that back-counting entails standing behind a game and counting down a pack.
If it becomes favorable, you sit down and play. If it later becomes unfavorable, you get up and leave. In this way you
avoid playing with a negative expectation. When you sit down,
you must appear to have just begun playing (if properly done,
the casino will not realize that you have picked your spot ).
You can throw out a big bet knowing that you have an
advantage, and the casino will likely think that this is your
average wager. You can maintain the big bets as long as

46

See also Stanford Wong’s Blackjack Secrets, 1994, Pi Yee Press.
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the count remains sufficiently positive .
But back -counting is not without its problems . First , it’s
not that easy to stand behind a game and count down a deck .
The main problem is that the players block your view. You
must be strategically located so you can see all the cards .
It helps to have something to do while back -counting .
You won ’ t get away with it for long if , for an entire afternoon, all you do is stand behind table after table waiting to
jump in. The bosses will eventually catch on to what you ’ re
doing and put a stop to it.
One good ruse is to pretend to be watching a sporting
event on TV. Many casinos have TVs located on or near the
casino floor. Find a table , or group of tables , located near
some of the screens. In this way, you can watch the game ,
periodically glance down at the table to count the cards , and
look back up at the TV to again pick up the action . If done
with a drink or perhaps a newspaper sports section in hand ,
this can be milked for good effect .
Or you can pretend to be waiting for someone . It ’s not
hard to make it appear as if you ’ re looking for someone . Just
look off into the distance as you approach a table . Frown ,
check your watch . Look around some more . Periodically
glance at the table to keep the count. What ’s that? The count
is now +4? “ Well , I may as well play a few hands while I ’ m
waiting ,” you can announce . To add credibility and give yourself some breathing room , have the floorman page your party.
When the deck goes sour, get up and go , since you ’ re already
late . ” Do it again in the casino next door.
Arnold Snyder has some interesting insights into playing
the game . With one technique he calls “ depth-charging , ” 47
single -deck players can gain an advantage without using a
betting spread . The key is deep deck penetration . As a dealer
“

47

See Blackbelt in Blackjack .
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goes deeper into the deck , the additional information on deck
composition can be used to properly vary from basic strategic on enough occasions to gain an advantage. So, says Snyder,
“ The player always bets more deep in the deck, even when
his count is negative. His playing strategy is so much more
effective deep in the deck that he obtains a significant edge
over the house.” To take advantage of depth-charging, a system with a high “ playing efficiency ” must be used. Therefore, do not use depth-charging with the K-O system (recall
that most of K-O’s gain comes from proper betting variation).
A multiple-deck betting term coined by Snyder is “ opposition betting,” a concept credited to Ralph Strieker. Basically,
opposition betting is a decoy maneuver designed to fool the
pit personnel. Clearly, if the count is low, we want to bet only
a little, and if the count is high we want to bet a lot. The
middle ground is the fertile area for opposition play. During
intermediate counts ( when neither the casino nor player has a
large advantage), you may wish to bet in an unpredictable
manner, sometimes even opposite to the indication of the
count.
For example, let’s say we’ re playing an 8-deck shoe. The
key count is 6. Now, for counts between roughly 9 and 3,
the player ’s expectation falls between 0.5% and +0.5%. On
hands played while the count is in this “ opposition ” range,
you have an overall average expectation of about 0%. Thus,

—

—

—

—

during this time, it’s okay to haphazardly make bets with little
rhyme or reason, knowing that overall you will come out about

even.
Opposition plays should be made with the understanding
that if the count rises out of the range, you will make a max
bet much greater than any of the opposition wagers. Similarly, if the count falls below the range, you will make a minimum bet much smaller than the opposition wagers. Overall
then , you ’ re betting small with a disadvantage, haphazardly
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medium when you ’ re roughly even , and large with an advantage— which is the whole point of card counting .
One counter we know has been successful with a different type of approach . When he plays , he acts like a blackjack
novice who is in town for a good time . He ’ ll nurse a drink
while chatting and asking advice from neighbors, dealers , and
floorpeople . He may even invite the pit boss over for his say.
After the resolution of a losing hand , he ’ ll make a comment
designed to gently poke fun at the errant advice . Not enough
to make the bosses mad , but enough so that they ’ re a bit embarrassed and might think twice before coming back to the
table. The key to this approach is to be good natured about
the whole thing . If the pit’s advice works , you might offer the
fellow a tip or a drink . He has to decline , but offering a present
such as this does several things .
First, a seasoned blackjack veteran would never offer the
pit boss an outright monetary tip or alcoholic beverage while
the boss is on duty. So making the gesture reassures the pit
that you are a relative neophyte .
It also reinforces the fact that you ’ re loose with your
money. Card counters , as a rule , do not tip. That you ’ re a
tipper may make the boss think that you ’ re an ordinary tourist bent on spreading the wealth .
Finally, your gracious act will also help keep the pit personnel at bay. After being offered a tip in plain sight of all at
the table (and the eye- in -the-sky ) , the floorman figures to be
slightly hesitant to come to your table again . Like most em ployees , he wants to avoid any actions that might look im proper.
Again , though , the key is to act natural . You can ’ t be a
stoic robot as you watch the turn of every card. Show some
emotion! That ’s what the rest of the players do . Thank the
dealer for “ giving” you a blackjack . Thank the third baseman
for standing and “ letting” the dealer have the bust card . The
more superstitions you seem to believe , the more comfort-
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ANOTHER CAT - AND-MOUSE GAME
In card counting, the cat-and-mouse game works
both ways. Take the following example of casino infiltration into a card-counting school outside of Atlantic City.
Rich Tesler is the casino manager at Foxwoods, the
world' s largest casino. A casino floorman at the
time,Rich and a colleague named Bob were dispatched
to a local school to learn what they could about a new
blackjack system. The four - week course cost $ 400 per
person and consisted of two weeks of school study followed by two weeks of training in local casinos.
Bob arrived first in flashy garb, followed later by
Rich dressed in a T-shirt and khaki pants. Their money
was accepted. Soon the time came for all prospective

students to introduce themselves. Bob volunteered that
he was a professional player who preferred playing in
the Bahamas, and was there to explore recent developments in blackjack. Rich was one of the last to speak,
"I'm a carpenter who goes to Atlantic City once a week.
I'm not a card counter, and I'm tired of getting my brains
bashed in."
A short time later, Bob was invited into a back room
and sent packing with his $ 400. His giveaway was the
preference for Bahamian blackjack; no pro would try
to buck this inferior game. The instructor, now on his
guard, asked, "Are there any other new students ?"
His wife replied, "The only new starter is Rich, but
he's okay." How did she know ? She'd noticed that Rich's
money was wet. Rich had taken the time to pass his
bills under running water before coming to class, reasoning that, "If I worked outside all day, then the bills
in my pocket ought to be damp." It worked; Rich was
allowed to stay.
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able the pit personel will be having you play their game . In ternally though , you must maintain a coldly logical approach .
Unfortunately, losses do occur— even while counting . Just
as you aren ’ t sure to lose every session while playing a negative-expectation game like roulette , you aren’ t sure to win
every session of blackjack , despite your positive expectation .
We can cite countless examples of isolated incidents in
which the results seem to defy all reason .
One expert player tells of an occasion on which he bought
in for 20 units . On the next 20 hands , he lost 19 outright and
split once— losing one of the split hands and pushing the other.
Ouch ! All the while an elderly lady at the table stood on all
hard 14s , 15 s , and 16s and was winning . Short-run fluctuations are inevitable; you simply can ’ t read too much into the
results from any particular session .
On another occasion, a fine fellow was back -counting a
double -deck game when the count shot up to + 8 . He sat down
and bet $25 . There were two other players , and each received
naturals while he was dealt a stiff and busted . A new player
sat down . The count was still high so our man pushed out
another $25 . Bang , two more player blackjacks , but neither
of them to him. Again he had a stiff , but this time didn ’ t have
to bust because the dealer had a natural , too. In just two rounds,
five blackjacks had been dealt to a total of nine hands . In a
freshly shuffled double-deck game , the chances of this happening are about 1 in 150 ,000. Unfortunately, the only card
counter at the table didn ’ t participate in the fun .
In another oddball hand , while playing third base in an other double-deck game on the Strip, this same player had a
count of + 6. He was feeling pretty good about his chances .
That feeling subsided a bit when he was dealt 16 . The dealer
had an ace up, which didn ’ t help his feelings either. As re quired by the K -O system (remember the new running count
is now +5 including the 10,6 and the dealer ’s ace) , he took
insurance and promptly lost it . Hmmm . When his turn came ,
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COUNTING BY SOUND
Everyone knows the way to count is by sight, right ?
Not necessarily.
A subtle way to get the job done is to find dealers
who mention the values of the cards as they're played.
This occurs almost exclusively in shoe games ( and
mainly on the East Coast) where all cards are typically
dealt face-up on the table. Many dealers will assist pa trons by announcing their totals following hits.
For example, if you see that a player has a total of
1 O before hitting, and then hear the dealer say that his
new total is 1 6 after the hit, you know that the card
was a 6, and has a card-counting value of + 1 . You can
actually turn away from the table, apparently not inter ested in the outcome of the other hands, while maintaining the count all along.
The best way to make use of this technique is to
first locate such a dealer . The best kind is one who
announces each player ' s total after the first two cards,
then again after every hit. First count the value of the
cards initially dealt to the players. You may now be
able to direct your attention away from the table ( look
for a cocktail waitress, chat while facing the pit boss,
etc . ),

mentally keeping track of the count based on the
dealer's announcements. It takes a while to get the hang
of it, but counting by sound is a lot of fun, and good
cover when done correctly.

he hit and immediately busted. What transpired next added
insult to injury. The count was still quite high as the dealer
began to play out his hand . First, he flipped over his hole
card an ace ( bing ... ). Next he took a hit another ace

—
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H e motioned to his arriving replacement dealer to
(b a n g . .
take a gander; he now held a soft 13 . The next hit— another
ace ( boom) . The hand now consisted of four aces ! With this
the floorman had to be called over to witness the dealer ’s
prowess . The next hit was a ten (unbelievable , the dealer ’s
hand of five cards now had a net running count of — 5 ) . With a
hard 14, the next hit was a 2, for a total of 16 . Would the
dealer go by the wayside , as our hero had only a few seconds
earlier? The next hit was a 5 , completing the 7 -card 21 . Hands
like these clear out tables pretty quickly.
Even in the midst of long losing streaks , you can take
solace in knowing that you ’ re playing correctly. If the count
is high, you should expect to see an excess of aces and tens
appear. If they do , even if you don ’ t get them , you should feel
a little better knowing that you ’ re correctly keeping track of
the game .

OTHER IDEAS
Some counters subscribe to a maximum -damage com mando type of philosophy. In this Arnold Schwarzenegger
frame of mind , the counter goes in knowing he will play only,
perhaps , 30 minutes , then leave . The idea is to go in with
reckless abandon concerning his bet spread . Sure , the casino
will eventually pick up on what he ’s doing , but hopefully
he’ ll be gone by then . This technique is obviously not recommended if playing in an area with only a few casinos , since
you ’ ll soon run out of places to play.
Another technique sometimes employed is “ steaming . ”
Steaming means pretending to be so emotionally charged up
in the game that you can’ t control your wagering . It works
well for getting more money on the table when the count is
very high . The idea is to pretend to be so flustered that you
start to lose control , wagering more and more .
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Let’s say the count is high and you make a correspondingly large wager of $100. You lose the hand. Muttering and
cursing to yourself you reach into your pocket and pull out
$200 in cash. Rather than bet a portion, you throw it down in
an apparent attempt to get the first $100 back. You lose again ,
but the count is even higher. You act incensed; your hands
start to shake a little as you reach in and grab another wad of
bills. How much? Nobody knows. You throw it down and
angrily say, “ Bet it all.” Mission accomplished. Win or lose,
you ’ ve just managed to continually increase your wager in a
favorable situation.
Steaming can often be used to good advantage near the
end of a pack just before the shuffle. If a pit boss suspects
you ’ re on tilt, he may instruct the dealer to go ahead and deal
another round rather than risk your regaining your senses
during the two minutes the dealer is shuffling. Steamers generally have to leave when the dealer does finally shuffle since
the advantage is gone.
Tipping, or “ toking ” as the dealers call it, is a subject that
doesn ’ t receive too much attention in most blackjack books.
On the face of it , tipping has an expectation of — 100%. If you
tip, that money is lost. For most card counters, this rules out
tipping completely.
But beneath the surface, it ’s not always true that tipping
is worthless, and indeed in some instances, tipping may have
value. Certainly if you want to look like a tourist who’s in
town for a good time, it would not be unreasonable to make
tipping a part of your act. It may allow you to play longer
without any heat from the pit.
Some players try to use tipping to increase deck penetration. It’s our opinion that tipping for this purpose in shoe games
is not usually effective. If a tip causes the dealer to act on
your behalf ( place the cut card lower in the shoe) at all, the
small gain will probably not make up for the cost of the tip.
In hand-held games , on the other hand, the dealer will
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often not use a cut-card to indicate a shuffle point. Rather, he
will estimate the number of remaining cards before deciding
whether or not to deal another round . In cases such as these ,
a few well -timed tips may get you better penetration in situations where it will do you some good.
Furthermore , in games in which the dealer “ peeks” by
manually checking48 the hole card under aces and/or tens, tipping may also gain you additional information . The dealer, if
rooting for you, may subtly help you during the course of the
game . For example , he may, if holding a stiff , quickly pass
you by if you ’ re wavering between hitting or standing on your
own stiff . The rationale is that the more you win, the more
tips he ’ ll get.
With juicy counts near the shuffle point , a toke sometimes persuades the dealer to deal one more round . These
“ specific tokes ,” as Arnold Snyder has labeled them , must be
dispensed with great care . Even with a K -O running count of
+4 (the pivot point , so roughly a 2% advantage ) , a $5 tip on a
$50 hand will cost you 10% , leading to a large overall negative expectation for the hand .
Be aware , also , that collusion with the dealer is a definite
no-no. We do not advocate cheating of any type ; we only
make the point that tipping is not necessarily a total waste of
money. After all , dealers are human, despite what others may
tell you .
Cover plays are an interesting camouflage idea. Cover
plays are typically either bets or plays made at incorrect times .
For example , with a running count of +4 , we ’ d like to make a
big bet . However, if the pit boss is breathing down our neck ,
the large wager might be our last . Under these conditions , it
48

This should not be confused with the automated or mirrored “ peek ” mechanisms now in place at many casinos . With these mechanical instruments ,
the dealer has the same information as the player, namely whether or not
he has a natural .
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might be appropriate to make a cover bet of a single unit. The
play is made to throw off the pit personnel in case they too
are counting the game.
Another popular cover play is to make a big wager right
after the shuffle. Even if the pit personnel are not counting,
they know that a player has no advantage off the top in a
freshly shuffled game. So making a big bet at this point is a
way for a card counter to say, “ Look, the count means nothing to me.”
Still other cover plays involve the actual play of the hand.
Every once in a while, hopefully with a small bet out, you
may want to make a slightly incorrect play. This should be
done only if you know that someone is analyzing your play.
And even in this case it should not be overdone, as every
incorrect play costs you money.49
Overall, you need to stick to the game plan . Any deviation from it costs money. If you insist on making frequent
cover plays, then you will not be successful. It’s time to work
on your overall act.

WARNING TO BEGINNERS
If you ’ re diligent, you ’ ll get to the point where you can
play the Knock-Out system and almost never make an error
on your kitchen table, that is. Playing in a casino is a different
story, unlike any other experience you ’ re likely to encounter.
Casinos are full of distractions : bright lights , cocktail
waitresses , drinks, clattering chips, other gamblers talking (or
cheering ), pit bosses , dealers, you name it. When attempting
to count cards for the first time in a casino environment, you ’ re
bound to make some mistakes. Even if you play perfectly

49

This is the primary theme in Andersen ’s Burning the Tables in Las Vegas .
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while practicing at home , being under the gun in a casino is
something else altogether. There ’s no substitute for experience ,
and you ’ ll get better in real conditions as you go. But in the
meantime , here are a few simple rules to follow that will help
you through your first blackjack card-counting session:
1 ) Bet the table minimum until you ’ re comfortable with your
counting . That is, count cards and mentally note the correct
plays , but bet the table minimum until you ’ re confident of
your abilities . It may take an hour or more to become
accustomed to the surroundings .
2) If you lose the count during play, bet the table minimum
until the next shuffle . Recall that you ’ ll always start the count
at the IRC after a shuffle .

3 ) If you ’ re losing , don ’ t start betting more money to “ try to
get it all back at once” ( this might be a good time to reread
Chapter 7 on the care that must be taken when betting ) .
Remember, a card counter bets more only when he has a
mathematical advantage . However, it seems to be a part of
human nature , when losing , to want to bet more money in an
effort to recoup your losses as quickly as possible . This often
leads to even greater losses. All card counters have both
winning and losing sessions . Keep the big picture in mind: In
the long run , our advantage will bear out , and the long run is
made up of countless sessions. Don ’ t let short-run fluctuations
get the best of you , whether monetarily or psychologically.

SUMMARY
• Several methods to enhance profits are available to card
counters . Seeking out better playing conditions , employing

more sophisticated betting techniques and/or exit strategies ,
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or using an act can all be fruitful. But tipping and cover plays
eat away at profits and should not be overused.

• Donald Schlesinger provides perhaps the best summary for
this chapter when he says, “ The goal is to walk into a casino
and win the most money possible, consistent with being welcomed back the next time.”

• As a synopsis, we present a final “ Top 10” list:

TOP 10 PHRASES CARD COUNTERS
SHOULD NEVER SAY AT THE BLACKJACK TABLE
10 . "What's the count ?"
9 . "Can I sit out a few hands while the low cards
come out ?"
8. " Uhh . . . ma 'am . I can 't keep up when you scoop
up the cards so fast."
7 . " Do you give good penetration ?"
6 . " I just finished reading Knock - Out Blackjack . Is
this the DOA, DAS, SI 7, table that allows back counting and mid -shoe entry ?"
5 . "Go ahead and deal another round ! You won 't run
out of cards. It's mostly tens and aces left."
4 . "My name ? Thorp . Dr . Edward O . Thorp . "
3 . "Yeah . Like I ' m gonna take even money with a
count of 7 . "
2 . " Please tell the first- baseman to hold his cards so I
can see them ."
1 . "Zero , plus one, plus two, plus one, zero , minus
one, minus two . . ."

—
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Appendix I: Rules of Blackjack
Blackjack is played at a semicircular table, where typically up to seven players can play at once. The game is usu ally played with 1, 2, 6, or 8 standard 52-card decks. We shall
refer to the totality of cards ( whether a single deck or eight
decks or anything in between ) as the pack .
The total value of a hand is the sum of the individual
cards making up the hand. Each card is worth its face value,
and suits are irrelevant. Face-value cards all count as 10. Aces
can be counted as either 1 or 11.
Blackjack gets its name because a blackjack , or natural ,
is the best possible hand. A natural is a total of 21 on the first
two cards. This can be achieved only by being dealt an ace
and any ten (10, jack , queen , or king).
To begin play, each player makes a wager in the betting
circle in front of him. The dealer first deals every player a
card , then deals himself a card face up. He then deals every
player a second card , and his own second card face down .
If the dealer ’s upcard is an ace, insurance is offered . This
is an optional side bet; players so inclined may wager up to
one-half their original wager on insurance. If the dealer has
the natural, then the insurance bet wins and is paid 2 to 1 ,
after which the main hands are then settled. If the dealer does
not have a natural, the insurance bet is lost, and play con tinues in the usual fashion.
With a ten upcard, the dealer will also check , via manual
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or mechanical means , to see if he has a natural ( an ace as the
hole card ).50 If the dealer has a natural, all players’ hands lose
( unless a player also has a natural, in which case that player
pushes with the dealer). If the dealer does not have a natural,
play continues in the usual fashion.
If the dealer has any other value upcard (or has an upcard
of ace or ten but does not have a hatural ), play continues. In
turn, each player finishes the play of his hand before the dealer
goes on to the next player. The player to the dealer’s immediate
left, commonly referred to as the first base position, acts first.
This player has several options based on the value of his
first two cards: hit , stand , double down , split , or surrender .
Hitting: After looking at his original two cards, the player
may wish to draw another card. If so, he will tap the table
near his cards, signaling he wants to hit.51 The dealer will
deal him another card , face up, in front of his wager. The
player ’s new total is now the sum of the three cards. The
player may continue to hit as long as his total does not ex ceed 21. If the player goes over a total of 21, he has busted
and immediately loses his wager.

Standing: If the player is satisfied with his hand and has not
busted, he may elect to stand. He does this by waving his
hand , palm down , over the wager.52

50

Some casinos will not check under the ten . After all players have com pleted their hands , the dealer will turn over the hole card . If the dealer has
a natural , usually only original player wagers are at risk . Check with the
dealer if in doubt .
51
In hand-held games , players scratch the table with their cards to indicate
hitting .
52
In hand - held games , players slide the original two cards under the wager
to indicate standing .
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Doubling down: In most casinos in the United States , a player
may double down on any first two cards .53 To double down , a
player places another wager, less than or equal to the origi nal , alongside the original bet. The player then receives one
and only one additional card , regardless of its value . The hands
are resolved in the usual fashion, and the payoffs are based
on the new total wager.
Splitting: If the player ’s two original cards have the same
value (e .g . , 7 ,7 or 10, K ) , he may elect to split the hand. To do
so, he places an equal wager alongside the original . The player
then plays two separate hands , with one original card provid ing the first card of each new hand. Standard hitting and standing rules apply, except for split aces , on which you may draw
only one card each . Furthermore , if the next card to a split
ace is a ten , the hand ’s value is 21 but is not considered a
natural . Resplitting and doubling down after the original split
are subject to the rules of the house .

Surrendering: Some casinos offer the surrender option , in
which , after seeing his first two cards , a player may end the
hand ( without playing further) by giving up half of the origi nal wager. Of those American casinos that have the surrender
option , most offer only late surrender , which allows the option only if the dealer doesn ’ t have a natural .
If you are allowed to surrender your hand before the dealer
checks his hole card for a natural , it ’s called early surrender .
Early surrender is rare because it ’s very valuable for the player
( worth about . 63%) . If you encounter this option, early surrender hard 5 -7 and hard 12- 17 vs. A; hard 14- 16 vs . ten; and
hard 16 (except split 8 , 8 ) vs . 9 .
After all players have finished playing their hands , it is

53

See Chapter 2 for a discussion of more restrictive doubling rules .
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the dealer ’s turn. The dealer makes no subjective decisions
and plays his hand according to a fixed set of rules. In most
of the United States, the dealer must hit until either reaching
a pat total of 17 through 21 or busting.54
If the dealer busts, all players who have not previously
busted, regardless of the value of their hands, are paid 1 to 1.
If the dealer has not busted, the value of the dealer ’s hand is
compared to that of every player still in the game. If the
player ’s total is higher, the player is paid 1 to 1 . If the totals
are equal, the hand is a push . If the dealer ’s total is greater,
the player ’s wager is lost. All bets are resolved at this time,
then new bets are made, and the whole sequence starts over.

54

See Chapter 2 for a discussion of the alternative , where the dealer hits
soft 17 .
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Appendix II: Blackjack Jargon
Back -Counting: A method of card-counting while not play ing , first proposed by Ed Thorp and popularized by Stanford
Wong . Often standing in back of the seated players , the back counter will begin playing only when the deck becomes favorable .

Balanced System: A card-counting system in which the sum
of the card values is equal to zero. A true-count conversion is
required for betting and playing decisions .
Bust: To obtain a hard total greater than 21 .
Cutoff: Number of cards to be left unplayed, often delineated by a cut-card . See also “ penetration . ”

Dealer: Individual who represents the house and is responsible for dealing the cards , determining the outcome of the
game , and settling wagers.
Downcard: The dealer ’s face-down card, also referred to as
the hole card .
First Base: The position immediately to the dealer ’s left . A
player seated at first base acts first .
Floorman: Individual responsible for overseeing a group of
several blackjack tables . Subordinates include dealers .

Hard Hand : Any hand totaling 12 or more in which there is
either no ace or all aces are counted as 1 .
Level: In a point-count system , the maximum of the absolute
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values of integers assigned to respective cards. For example,
a system employing a range of values from -3 to +2 would be
a level-3 system.

Natural: A two-card total of 21 on the initial hand, also referred to as a blackjack.

Pack : The set of cards in play ; for example an 8-deck shoe
game uses a pack of 416 cards.
Pat: Any total of 17 through 21.
Penetration: The percentage of total cards that are dealt. For
example, a dealer who cuts off 2 decks in an 8-deck shoe
game yields a penetration of 75 % .

Pit: A ring-like arrangement of casino gaming tables, where
patrons typically wager from the outside and casino personnel
are situated in the interior.

Pit Boss: Individual responsible for overseeing an entire pit.
Subordinates include floormen and dealers.
Push: A tie.

Shoe: Plastic box used to hold and deal multiple decks.
Side Count: An additional count (e.g., of aces ) that is kept in
conjunction with the main count.

Soft Hand: Any hand containing an ace in which the ace is
counted as 11.
Stiff: Any hard total of 12 through 16.
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Ten: A card with a value of 10, i.e., 10, jack, queen, or king.
Third Base: The position immediately to the dealer’s right.
A player seated at third base acts last.
Type: The category of a point-count card-counting system,
either balanced or unbalanced.

Unbalanced System: A card-counting system in which the
sum of the card values is not equal to zero. No true-count
conversion is necessary.

Upcard: The dealer’s face-up card.
Wonging: See “ back-counting.”
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Appendix III: A Comparison of
the K-O System to Other Sytems
Here we take a look at some of the other popular cardcounting systems to see how K -O measures up. You ’ ll see
that the lean K-O system holds its own against all the “ heavyweights” with their extra baggage of multiple-level counts,
side counts, and/or true-count conversions.

Ease of Use
The unbalanced nature of the Knock-Out count ( which
eliminates the need for estimation of remaining decks and a
true-count conversion ), the natural level-1 card values, the
absence of any side counts, the innovation of a reduced and
rounded matrix, and the flexibility for customization make
the K-O system unique. To date, no other system has all of
these attributes.

SYSTEM COMPARISON: EASE
System

-

I

Type

K O

U

Red 7

U
U
B
B
B

Level
1

OF

USE

Side

Round

count ?

matrix ?

N

Y
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
UZ II
Y
Hi -Opt I
N
1
High - Low
2
Y
Omega II
keep
track
the
of colors on
to
7
player
Red
requires
*
7 - valued cards .
1 +*
2
1
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The table on the preceding page compares the most popular systems today in terms of ease of use . The first three comparison parameters ( type, level , and whether or not a side
count is employed ) are intrinsic properties for each particular
system and are , therefore, fixed.55
The comparison parameter to the far right ( whether or
not a rounded matrix exists ) is included for the present-day
version of these systems . In principle , any system developer
so inclined could develop a rounded matrix for a system , hence
this is not an intrinsic property of the system per se .
Performance
We ’ ve shown that the K -O system is easy to apply. But
how well does it perform? The comparison tables that follow
demonstrate the power of the K-O system .
We note that our rounding of the K -O matrix comes at the
expense of expectation . In the “ Reduced” comparisons that
follow, we will always be adopting the top 16 plays of the K-O
Preferred system . Thus , we are comparing the Knock -Out
rounded matrices to the unrounded top 16 matrix plays of the
other systems , in effect giving the other systems a slight advantage .

Let ’s restate the benchmarks we will use for the compari sons in this Appendix . Note the slight change in the 6-deck
benchmark from that used in the main text of this book ( 1 - 8
spread instead of 1 - 10) .

55

The side count , in principle , can be discontinued by a player. Since side
counts require so much effort to implement , some may argue that a proper
comparison between systems thus should be made without any such extra
counts . Qualitatively, the elimination of side counts ( for those systems
which employ them ) comes at considerable expense in expectation . In our
comparison , eliminating all side counts would serve to enhance the relative performance of K -O and other singular-count systems .
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RULE

AND

BETTING BENCHMARKS

Following are the rules and benchmarks we use to
derive the performance results in this chapter .
Single deck : HI 7, DOA , noDAS, 65 % penetration;
Spread 1 to 5 with ramp of 3

Double deck : SI 7 , DOA , noDAS, 75 % penetration;
Spread 1 to 5 with ramp of 3
Six deck : SI 7 , DOA , DAS , 75 % penetration;
Spread 1 to 8 with ramp of 6

Eight deck : SI 7 , DOA , DAS, 75 % penetration;
Spread 1 to 1 0 with ramp of 6

We should mention here that the first edition of Knock Out Blackjack contained a strategy known as the “ Core ” system. It was similar to this edition’s “ Rookie” system , only it
used a proportional betting scheme and included the proper
play of insurance. Because the comparisons that follow are
between systems that use proportional wagering, we’ ve resurrected the Core system here.
Let’s first consider a 2-deck game with the benchmark
rules. We choose the 2-deck game as a compromise between
single-deck and multiple-deck games. The penetration is fixed
at 75 %.56

56

See Appendix V for a discussion of the effect on K -O of varying penetration .
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SIMULATION RESULTS (EXPECTATION): 2-DECK GAME 57
(DOA, NODAS , S17, 75 % PEN; SPREAD 1 TO 5 W/ RAMP OF 3)

Svstem

Core

Reduced

Full

1.23
1.14 *
0.86
Knock- Out
1.12
1 .0 8
0.82
Red 7
N /A
1.16
0.85
UZ II
.
1 09
0.80
1.19
Hi -O p t 1
High - Low
1.17
1 .0 8
0.81
O m e g a II
1 .28
1.15
0.85
7
* The Knock Out value represents the top 6 plays
the Preferred ( reduced and rounded ) system ( Preferred
with 1 8 plays = 1 . 1 6; Same 1 8 plays unrounded = 1 . 1 8) .

Each entry in this table is based on a simulation of at least
several hundred million hands. Perfect play was assumed; no
betting or playing errors were introduced. To be fair to each
system , we have placed them on the same scale in a modified

—

57

Following are the sources for all comparisons in this chapter Red 7:
Core adapted from Arnold Snyder ’s Blackbelt in Blackjack ; Reduced and
Full plays for 1 and 2 decks adapted from Arnold Snyder ’s “ The Big Tilt ”
article in Blackjack Forum, March, 1994; Reduced and Full plays for 6
and 8 decks based on applicable extrapolations from K -O. Unbalanced
"
Zen II: All versions adapted from George C ’s The Unbalanced Zen
II . HiOpt I: Core and Full adapted from Lance Humble and Carl Cooper ’s The
World' s Greatest Blackjack Book ; Reduced plays are Humble and Cooper ’s
matrix entries for Don Schlesinger ’s “ Illustrious 18” less the two splitting
tens plays, hereinafter referred to as the “ Sweet 16.” High Low: Core and
Full adapted from Stanford Wong ’s ProfessionalBlackjack\ Reduced plays
are Wong ’s matrix entries for Schlesinger ’s “ Sweet 16.” Omega II: Core
and Full adapted from Bryce Carlson ’s Blackjack for Blood\ Reduced plays
are Carlson ’s matrix entries for Schlesinger ’s “ Sweet 16.”

-
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proportional betting fashion , as described in chapter 7 using full-fractional bet assignments. Note that doing so causes
each system to have nearly the same chance of ruin.58 Also,
each system ’s variation of Core, Reduced , or Full has approximately the same number of strategic plays to memorize
that potentially deviate from the basic strategy. The “ Core”
column, for each system, assumes that the only strategy deviation from basic strategy is the insurance wager.
The “ Reduced ” column includes only the 16 most significant matrix entries when comparing to the basic strategy. For
the unbalanced systems ( which behave very similarly strategically ), we have adopted the 16 positions that exist in the Preferred form of the Knock-Out system (of course each system
has different numerical values as appropriate for the 16 matrix positions). For the Knock-Out 6- and 8-deck simulations,
only 14 plays are used. For the balanced systems, we have
adopted Don Schlesinger ’s “ Sweet 16” set of the 16 plays
which are the most rewarding to memorize.
The “ Full” column includes comparisons using 68 plays
for all systems. (This is despite the fact that the full-strategy
matrix lists only 44 plays.)
As you can see, the systems’ expectations are all bunched
together fairly tightly. No system ’s performance stands out
as superior over all the rest.
Note in particular that K-O compares admirably with all
other systems. Indeed, the two most popular systems in use
today, the Hi-Opt I and the High-Low, are both edged slightly
by the Knock-Out system. This is despite the fact that the
Knock-Out system is vastly simpler to employ.
The Knock-Out system in its most basic forms is such a
simple technique that we anticipate many recreational gamblers may want to adopt it. As such , we have included a com-

58

See Appendix VI for confirmation of this statement .
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plete comparison table just for the Core incarnations of the
various systems below. As always , in each case we have assumed the benchmark rules and betting .
Again , K -O is among the strongest possible systems in
performance . This , coupled with its sheer simplicity, makes
the K -O Core incarnation very attractive for those wishing to
gain an edge over the casino. Today, utilizing the K -O Core
system in a single- or double-deck game is probably the easi est method of legitimately beating a casino.

SIMULATION RESULTS:
CORE INCARNATIONS 1, 2, 6 & 8 DECKS
1 deck

2 deck
Expec.
Ave.
(% )
wager

Expec.
(% )

waeer

Knock - Out

1.18

1.99

0.86

1.80

Red 7
UZ II

1.13
1 .17
1.12
1.14
1.16

2.01
2.05
2.01
1 . 99
2.04

0.82
0.85
0.80
0.81
0.85

1 .82
1 .88
1 .80
1 .81
1 .86

Svstem

Hi -Opt 1
High-Low
Omega II

System

Knock - Out
Red 7
UZ II
Hi -Opt 1
High- Low
Omega II

Ave.

6 deck
Expec .
Ave.
(°/n )
waeer

0.48
0.47
0.48
0.45
0.46
0.51

1.87
1 . 97
1 . 98
1 . 89
1 .92
1 . 99

8 deck
Expec .
Ave.
(°/n )
waeer

0.40
0.40
0.42
0.39
0.38
0.43

1.78
1 . 87
1 . 87
1 . 82
1 . 83
1 . 92
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As you know, we advocate the Preferred form of the K -O
system as the best balance of power and simplicity. Similar
arguments have been made for forms of other systems . So
for completeness , we present detailed results for a reduced
form of each of the popular systems . As before , only 16 ma-

SIMULATION RESULTS: 1- DECK
w/ REDUCED STRATEGY
(DOA, NODAS, H17, 65 % PEN., 1- 5 SPREAD

Tvoe

K-O

U

Red 7
U Z II
Hi -O p t 1
High - Low

u
u

O m e g a II

B
B
B

Level
1
1+
2
1
1
2

W / RAMP OF

count?

E x p e c.
(% )

Ave.
waeer

N
N
N
Y
N
Y

Y
N
N
N
N
N

1.53
1 .4 6
1 .5 3
1 .4 7
1 .4 7
1 .5 2

2.09
2.05
2.15
2.10
2.06
2.1 1

SIMULATION RESULTS: 2-DECK
w/ REDUCED STRATEGY

GAME

(DOA, NODAS, S17, 75 % PEN., 1-5 SPREAD W /

Svstem

Tvpe

K- O

U

Red 7
U Z II

u
u

H i -O p t 1
High - L o w
O m e g a II

B
B
B

Level
1
1+
2
1
1
2

3)

Round
matrix

Side
Svstem

GAME

Side
count?

Round

N
N
N
Y
N
Y

Y

matrix ?

N
N
N
N
N

RAMP OF

3)

E x p e c.
(% )

waeer

1.11
1 .0 8
1.16
1 .0 9
1 .08
1.15

1.87
1 .91
1 .9 7
1 .8 7
1 .8 7
1 .9 4

Ave.
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trix entries are used for each system.
We note in passing that for multiple-deck shoes, the advantage gained from proper playing strategy is further reduced
when compared to single or double decks . A reduced matrix
is thus, even more so, the most appropriate vehicle for the

SIMULATION RESULTS: 6 - DECK GAME
w/ REDUCED STRATEGY
( DOA, DAS, S17, 75 % PEN., 1-8 SPREAD W/ RAMP OF 6)
Svstem

Tvoe

K -O
Red 7
U Z II
Hi-Opt

U
U

1
1+

B
B
B

2
1
1
2

u

1

High- Low
Omega II

Level

Side

Round

count ?

matrix ?

N

Y

0.62

1.92

N
N
N
N
N

0.61
0.65
0.63
0.61
0.68

2.04
2.07
1 . 99
1 . 98
2.10

GAME

., 1-10 SPREAD W/ RAMP OF 6)

PEN

Side

Round

Tvpe

Level

count ?

matrix ?

K -O
Red 7
U Z II

U

1

u
u

Y

Hi -Opt 1
High- Low
Omega II

B
B
B

1+
2
1
1
2

N
N

Svstem

Ave .
wager

N
N
Y
N
Y

SIMULATION RESULTS: 8- DECK
w/ REDUCED STRATEGY
( DOA, DAS, S17, 75 %

Expec .
(% )

N
Y
N
Y

N
N
N
N
N

Expec .
(% )

Ave .
wager

0.52
0.50
0.55

1.84

0.52
0.52
0.57

1 . 93
1 . 94
1 . 90
1 . 91
2.02
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best mix of strength and simplicity.
Based on the results from these tables, it’s difficult to argue the need for a complicated system. For even in those cases
when K -O wins at a slower rate (the product of expectation
and average wager is smaller), it isn ’ t appreciably so.
For example, in a 2-deck reduced matrix game, we win at
a rate greater than Hi-Opt I or High-Low. And compared to
Omega II, we need play only 4% to 5 % longer with K-O to
achieve the same win. This is roughly the equivalent of play ing an extra 10 minutes during a four-hour session. Considering that the incurred stress during a session will be vastly
less, you may very well want to stay and play on quite a bit
longer than that!
It is true, however, that should you desire to obtain the
best possible theoretical expectation, you will need to appeal
to the hundreds of matrix entries associated with balanced
counts. Unfortunately, in this case, your practical performance
may suffer, simply because the extra mental effort required
will likely lead to a higher error rate during play.
The effect of errors should not be underestimated. Indeed,
it is important enough , and in practice of substantial magnitude, to warrant detailed modeling by some of today ’s top
professional blackjack players.59
As we’ ve mentioned before, the K-O system eliminates
several potential sources of mental error and mental fatigue.
As such , it is quite likely that your win rate with K-O may
surpass that of a theoretically more powerful, yet also more
complicated , system . That is , because of the ease of
implementation , your practical performance may be superior with K -O.
59

Errors , either by the player or dealer, can result in a significant revenue
loss .The MIT team estimates that about 25% of the potential gain from
card counting (over basic strategy alone) is typically lost due to errors ,
even among good card counters .
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Appendix IV: The Full Knock- Out System
The “ Full Knock -Out” system achieves the system’s maxi mum possible expectation . While we do not recommend this
version for most players , we include it here for the record .
The only difference between the Full and Preferred systems
is that Full has more matrix entries with more numerical values that deviate from the basic strategy. While there ’s a gain
in performance , we don ’ t believe that it warrants the extra
effort .
Below is the expectation using the standard benchmarks
with the Full system .

K - O FULL
Expectation (% )

1
2
6
8

deck
decks
decks
decks

1 . 65
1.23
0.63
0.54
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SINGLE DECK
FULL MATRIX ( STANDARD
D e a l e r' s
P l a y e r' s

Hand

2

3

4

5

IRC

=0)

Upcard

7

6

8

io

9

A

Hard 17 t
Hard 16

. 8 . . . 7 . . . . 5 . .. 1 .. . 6

Hard 15

. 9 ...

Hard 14

-1

.. - 1 . . - 2 . .

-3

.. - 3

Hard 13

. 1 . . . 1 . . . 0 . . - 1 .. - 1

Hard 12

. 4 . . . 3 . .. 2 . . . 1 ... 2

11

...

8

.. -2 . .

...

-i . . . i . . .

. 3 . . . 1 ... 0

9

+ ...

4 ... 7

.

1 0 ...

8

9 . ... 8

.

-i . . .

2

4 ... 3

4 ... 7

7 . . . 6 . . . 5 .. . 2

SINGLE D E C K
LATE SURRENDER
D e a l e r' s U p c a r d
P l a y e r' s

Hand

8

9

10

A

Hard 16

5 . .. 1 ... - 1 . . . O

Hard 15

6 . . . 4 . . . 1 ... 3

Hard 14

4 .. . 5

Surrender 8, 8
vs - a d e a l e r 1 0 a t + 2

All soft hands, p a i r s , a n d blanks a s p e r basic s t r a t e g y . Take
insurance at running count > 3.
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DOUBLE DECK
FULL MATRIX ( STANDARD IRC =- 4)

Dealer 's U p c a r d
Plaver's Hand

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A

Hard 1 7 t
Hard 1 6

1 0 .. 9 .... 6 . . -1 .. . 8

Hard 1 5

1 2 . 1 2 . . 1 0 . . 4 ... 9

-5 .. -7 .. -8 . -1 0 -1 0 .
-1 .. -3 .. -5 .. - 7 .. - 7
. 4 . .. 3 . . . 1 .. - 2 .. -1

Hard 1 4
Hard 1 3

Hard 1 2

. 7 .. 1 0

-8 ..
-7 . . -3 . .

11
10

. 2 . . . -1 .. -5
8 ... 6 . .. 5 .. . 3

9

8i

- 7 . .. 1
.

3

. 4 ... 8

DOUBLE DECK
LATE SURRENDER

Dealer's Upcard
1_0

Player's Hand

8

Hard 1 6

5 ... -1 .. -6 .. -3

Hard 1 5

7

Hard 1 4

9

...

A

3 ... 0 ... 3

Surrender 8, 8
v s a dealer 1 0 a t + 1

3 . .. 5

All soft hands , pairs , and blanks a s per basic strategy . Take
i n s u r a n c e a t running count > 3.
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Six DECK
FULL MATRIX (STANDARD IRC= - 20)
Dealer's U p c a r d
Player's H a n d

2 . 3.

4

5

.

Z

6.

Hard 1 7 t
Hard 1 6

8

9

1 6 .. 1 O

10

A

. -8 ..

15

Hard 1 5

5

Hard 1 4

13

-1 3

Hard 1 3

2 . .. -2 .. - 7

Hard 1 2
11

-2

10

3 ... 4

-4

9
8

3
9 ... 5 .. -1

+

Six DECK
LATE SURRENDER
D e a l e r's U p c a r d

Player's H a n d

8

Hard 16

6

Hard 1 5
Hard 14

9

_

10

A

.. -1 3 . S u . . S u
1 ... -9 . . . O
1 .. . 7

S u r r e n d e r 8, 8
vs a d e a l e r 1 O a t - 2

-

All soft h a n d s, p a i r s, a n d blanks a s p e r basic strategy . Take
i n s u r a n c e a t r u n n i n g c o u n t > 3.
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EIGHT DECK
FULL MATRIX (STANDARD IRC = -28)
Dealer 's Upcard
P l a y e r's

Hand

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A

Hard 1 7 t
Hard 1 6

11

-1 0 . 1 8

Hard 1 5

4

Hard 1 4
Hard 1 3
Hard 1 2

16
1

. . . -5 . -1 0

11

-4

10

3 ... 3

-6

9

8

4

1 0 .. . 4

*

..

-2

EIGHT DECK
LATE SURRENDER
Dealer's Upcard

Player's Hand
Hard 1 6

8

9

_

10

A

7 . . Su .. Su .. Su

Hard 1 5

0 . .. Su .. - 2

Hard 1 4

0

Surrender 8, 8
vs. a dealer 1 0 a t - 5

.. . 9

All soft hands, pairs , and blanks as p e r basic strategy . Take
i n s u r a n c e a t r u n n i n g c o u n t > 3.
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Appendix V: The Effects of
Varying Penetration on K- O
Readers familiar with unbalanced counts may be wondering what effect varying penetration has on the performance
of the K-O system. Of course, we already know that poor
penetration will cost us in terms of performance, simply because favorable opportunities will not arise as often. However, here we are concerned with a subtler effect.
In general for unbalanced counts, if the present running
count is between the IRC and the final value, the status of the
deck is a function of how many cards have already been
played. For example, if we ’ re in a 2-deck game and the count
is 0, we may have the advantage.
It all depends on how many cards have been played. If
we ’ re near the beginning of the pack ( where the average running count is near 4) , then with our count of 0 we already
have the advantage. However, if we’ re near the end of the
pack ( where the average running count is near +4), then we
are at a disadvantage if the count is only 0.
This may seem a bit confusing because the key count for
2 decks is +1, which implies we’ re at a slight disadvantage
with a count of 0. Remember, though , that the key counts are
generated based on a typical penetration of 75 % and are derived from the average of a large sample of hands. With a
count of O in a game with 75 % penetration , it is generally
( but not always) true that we are at a disadvantage.
The strategic matrix entry values of A , B , and C were
calculated assuming penetrations of 65% for a single deck
and 75 % for two or more decks. If instead the penetration
were different , then the values of the matrix entries may also
differ by a small amount .
For example, consider an extreme case where a 2-deck
game has only 50% penetration . Then clearly, the running

—
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count just before shuffling would typically be near 0 ( instead
of + 2 for the 75 % benchmark case ) . Similarly, the average
value for the running count would be — 2 instead of — 1 . As

such , the values for A , B , and C might need an adjustment
downward as well .
To see the scope of this effect , we have run a test for the
robustness of the Preferred matrix . This was accomplished
through a simulation of the 2-deck and 6-deck cases where
the penetration was fixed at only 65% instead of the usual
75% . As a further test, we have simulated the effects of skew ing each of the index entries down by 1 to see what effect this
has on the overall expectation . The resulting expectations are
presented below :

EFFECTS OF PENETRATION/MATRIX
SKEWING ON EXPECTATION
Penetration
65 %

75 %

— 1

0.88
0.88

1.14
1.13

0.43
0.44

0.62

— 1

2- deck

Preferred matrix
Preferred matrix
6- deck

Preferred matrix
Preferred matrix

0.61

As you can see in the cases with 75% penetration, skew ing the Preferred matrix by unity has very little effect on the
player ’ s expectation , costing a mere 0.01 % . This underscores
the fact that the primary gain in the K -O system arises from
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proper betting rather than playing. It also gives us the “ liberty ” to further skew the Preferred matrix by a small amount
if this makes it somewhat easier to memorize (e.g., see Fab
Fives examples in the text).
What is, perhaps, surprising is that even in the case of
poor penetration, the additional gain in skewing the matrix
numbers is at most a paltry 0.01%. For all practical purposes
then, the Preferred system can be played in the form described
herein, with almost no strategic penalty in maintaining the
standard values of A , B , and C regardless of penetration.
As final evidence that this is true, we have compared the
K-O system to the High -Low system in several games with
varying penetration. Below is a table in which we show each
system’s expectation as a function of number of decks and
penetration.

COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF PENETRATION
(75 % PENETRATION AND 65% PENETRATION)
System

K -O
High - Low

1 deck

2 decks

6 decks

8 decks

1.84 1.53
1.79 1.47

1.14 0.88
1.08 0.82

0.62 0.43
0.61 0.42

0.53 0.32
0.52 0.32

It is clear that the expectation of the K-O system drops
with worse penetration , but the magnitude of the drop is right
in line with that from the High -Low system. The High -Low
is a balanced system (and “ properly ” accounts for the number of cards in play ) and therefore represents a baseline for
measuring the effect of decreased penetration on winnings.
That is to say, the drop in expectation for the High-Low sys-
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tern , as a yardstick , reflects the decline in advantage due to
betting , as opposed to the strategic play of hands .
Here , however, you can see that each system ’s expecta-

tion declines comparably with decreased penetration. This
implies that for the Knock -Out system as well , almost all of
the decrease in expectation can be attributed to fewer favorable betting opportunities . This suggests again that the K -O
Preferred matrix is appropriate for any reasonable level of
penetration , between roughly 60% and 90% of the pack .
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Appendix VI: Benchmark Risks of Ruin
One of the reasons that the betting benchmarks for this
book were chosen was to place the various systems on the
same scale in terms of risk of ruin. Here we use a comparison
between the K-O system and High-Low to verify that, indeed, the two systems are equally treated. Below is a table
that summarizes the effects of several starting bankrolls, assuming the 2-deck benchmark rules and betting spreads. (We
have rounded the results to 1 % and 100 or 1,000 hands, as
appropriate.)

RISK OF RUIN COMPARISON TABLE
KNOCK OUT VS HIGH LOW

.

-

Risk of Ruin

Bankroll

i

500 units
300 units
1 00 units
25 units

K -O
5%
15 %
36 %
47 %

High- Low
6%
1 6%
36%
47%

-

Average # of
Hands to Double

K -O
21 ,000
10 ,000
1 ,400
ioo

High- Low
22 , 000
10, 000
1 , 400
100

As you can see, the two systems ’ indicators are virtually
identical, lending credence to our assumption that the systems have all been placed on the same relative risk-of -ruin
scale.
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Appendix VII: The K-O for 4 Decks
Following the publication of the first edition of Knock Out Blackjack , we received several inquiries for information
about applying K-O in the 4-deck game . It is included here .
The key count for 4 decks is + 11 above the IRC. The
pivot point is + 16 above the IRC. Take insurance , as always ,
at the count which is one below the pivot point .
Therefore , based on the 4-deck game ’s standard IRC of 12, the key count is - 1 , the pivot point is +4 , and insurance is
taken at + 3 .
As in 6- and 8 -deck shoes , omit Category C plays altogether in the strategy matrix . There are no changes in late
surrender.
The expectation for the K -O Preferred for 4 decks (S 17 ,
DOA , DAS , 75 % pen . ) with a 1 - 6 spread is . 75 % . The expec tation with a 1 - 8 spread is . 95 % .
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Appendix VIII : Customizing the
Knock-Out Count
The standard K-O count can be customized in many dif ferent ways. You may want to structure it so that the count
points you have to remember for the A , B , and C values in the
strategy matrix are always positive numbers, or to eliminate
having to deal with negative numbers in the count altogether.
Here’s one way that the values can be tailored to suit your
preferences. Say you ’ re playing in a 2-deck game and don ’ t
want to deal with negative numbers. You can customize to
achieve this goal by moving the count reference points around.
For example, you can make the pivot point equal to 21 ( which
is an easy number to remember given the game you ’ re playing).
When you make the pivot point 21 instead of 4, simply
modify the other important values IRC, key count, and insurance by adding 17 (the difference between the original
and the new pivot). So, instead of starting the count at 4 for
a 2-deck game, you start at + 13 ( 4 + 1 7 = 1 3). The key count,
which was 1, becomes + 18. Taking insurance is now correct
at + 20 (a handy trick to remember is that insurance is always
one point below the pivot ). We’ ve now set up a system that
largely avoids having to use negative numbers. The new values of A , B , and C in the strategy matrix become +21, +18,
and +13, respectively.
You can choose any pivot point you desire and modify
the references accordingly. Let ’s say you ’ d like the pivot to
be x instead of the standard 4. Just begin your count with an
IRC of x (4 X number of decks') ; the result will always be
x 4 more than the standard IRC. Remember that your new
IRC, key count, and insurance count will all be adjusted upward by the same value of x 4. You can also customize with
a chosen IRC or key count in mind. Just be sure to adjust the
three other reference points by the same number.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Customizing K -O Rookie
A perfect example of customizing the count by a reference other than the pivot point applies to the K-O Rookie
system. In K -O Rookie , the key count is the most important
reference , so we work from there.
Suppose that your goal is to always have the same key
count and also avoid counting in the negatives . Assuming
you ’ re using a 1 - 2 spread, the key count is where you begin
to bet two units . So let’s fix the key count at “ +22.” (Easy to
remember: Bet 2 at 22. ) We know from the table in Chapter 5
what the standard key counts are for 1 through 8 decks , so we
subtract the standard values from +22 and adjust the IRC and
insurance accordingly ( the total number of references drops
to three because K -O Rookie does not use a pivot point) . Since
+22 is 21 points greater, we adjust our two other key references upward by 21 .

KEY COUNT FIXED
Difference in
Key Counts
Deck
Decks
Decks
Decks

+ 20
+ 21
+ 26
+ 28

AT

+ 22

Standard IRC
0
-4
- 20
- 28

New IRC

+ 20
+ 17
+6
0

Insurance changes in the same manner . By adding
the key- count differences to the standard insurance number of + 3 , the resulting insurance points for 1 , 2 , 6 ,
and 8 decks are + 23 , + 24 , + 29 , and + 31 , respectively .
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Appendix IX : Suggested Reading
We have the pleasure of recommending several fine texts
on the subject of blackjack.

Ian Andersen , Turning the Tables on Tas Vegas , 1976, Vin tage Books.
Ian Andersen, Burning the Tables in Tas Vegas , 1999, Huntington Press.
John Auston, World’ s Greatest Blackjack Simulation K -O
Edition , 1997, RGE Publishing.
George C, The Unbalanced Zen II , 1996.
Bryce Carlson, Blackjack for Blood , 1994, CompuStar Press.
Michael Dalton , Blackjack : A Professional Reference , 1991,
Spur of the Moment Publishing.
Peter A. Griffin , The Theory of Blackjack , 1996, Huntington
Press.
Lance Humble and Carl Cooper, The World’ s Greatest Black jack Book , 1980, Doubleday.
Don Schlesinger, Blackjack Attack , 1997, RGE Publishing.
Arnold Snyder, Blackbelt in Blackjack , 1997 , RGE Publishing.
Ralph Strieker, The Silver Fox Blackjack System , You Can
Count On It , 1996.
Edward O. Thorp, Beat the Dealer , 1966, Random House.
Edward O. Thorp, The Mathematics of Gambling , 1984 , Gambling Times.
Ken IJston , Million Dollar Blackjack , 1981, Gambling Times.
Olaf Vancura, Smart Casino Gambling , 1996, Index Publishing Group.
Stanford Wong , Blackjack Secrets , 1994, Pi Yee Press.
Stanford Wong , Professional Blackjack , 1994, Pi Yee Press.
Bill Zender, Card Counting for the Casino Executive , 1990.

—
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In addition , several excellent blackjack periodicals exist ,
among them :
Michael Dalton ’s Blackjack Review .
Eddie Olsen ’s Blackjack Confidential .
Arnold Snyder ’s Blackjack Forum .
Stanford Wong ’s Current Blackjack News .
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Epstein , Richard 5
errors 1 5, 6 2, 160
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F
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Finding the Edge” 14
Foxwoods 32, 36-37, 70, 136

Kelly betting 100-102, 105
key count 47-49, 75-76, 86-87,
97-98, 105-106, 166, 171
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Griffin Book 127
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96
Gwynn, John 14
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Life magazine 7
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Hi-Opt 1 13, 84, 152-160
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Humble, Lance 8, 10, 13, 131132, 155
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Maisel , Herbert 3-4, 6, 13
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McDermott , James 3-4, 6, 13
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14
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I
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Thorp, Edward O . 5 -13 , 44 , 56,
143 , 149
tipping 121 , 135 , 140- 141
true count 12, 14 , 15 , 57- 58 , 62,
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Tsai , Jeffrey 14
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123
RedSeven 14- 15 , 152- 160
Reno 38
Revere , Lawrence 12, 67
risk (of ruin) 78-79 , 100 , 101 ,
106- 109 , 137- 139 , 170
rules variations ( effects of ) 36-40
running count 46-49 , 57, 64-72,
97-99

S
Scarne , John 2, 10 , 115
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This revolutionary card- counting system will KNOCK YOU OUT...
and wait until you see how easy it is to use.
Casino Player magazine

-

—

K 0 THE CASINOS
•

Now you can ! The revolutionary new Knock - Out card- counting syste
eliminates the mountain of mental arithmetic necessary to win at blackjac
The scientifically devised Knock -Out count can be used profitably anywhe
blackjack is played: Las Vegas, Atlantic City, Mississippi, riverboat casin <
Native American casinos, the Bahamas, and on cruise ships
This second edition, revised and expanded, is now easier to use than ev
Step into the ring and learn to:

.

•Implement an abbreviated system—

—

the " K- 0 Rookie " that's powerful enough to yieli
player advantage and simple enough to be mastered in a few hours

.

•Advance to a professional-level system — the "K-0 Preferred"—

.

which performs on a par wi

the most sophisticated systems on the market

•Win the cat-and-mouse game between the casinos and the players.

An excellent book for any player looking for one of the easiest and strongest
professional-level systems ever published
, Blackjack Forum
.
— Arnold Snvder
J
Games/Casino
$17.9!

.

-

-

K 0 is a simple and powerful card counting
system clearly and entertainingly presented
Edward 0, Thorp, Ph.D.,
Jealer
i
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